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The Ithacan, Ithaca, New York 
DRUGS: 
A PROBLEM 
HERE? 
Acting Vice President of Student and Campus 
Affairs, Gus Perialis, has asked Housing and 
Residential Life officials at Ithaca College to 
"determine if there is a drug problem here" and to 
make recommendations to him concerning how to 
deal with the problem if it exists. 
Mr. Perialis has taken the action after having 
received telephone calls from faculty members and 
others who have complained about the use of 
drugs by many students here. 
According to Don Runyon, Coordinator of 
Residential Life, his o,ffice has received complaints 
frqm several students whose roommates were 
Wither using or selling illegal drugs-particularly 
tn,ariju~na. 
Both Mr. Perialis and Dr. David Hammond of 
the Health Center are reportedly upset about the 
situation at I.C. concerning the use of "quaaludes" 
or "sopors" -both depressants about which little is 
known by organized medicine.-The Health Center 
has reportedly received many cases in which 
students have suffered from overdoses of the 
drugs. 
The action of Mr. Perialis comes at a time when 
many colleges and universities across the country 
a re reexamining their policies toward student 
drug-use. 
Safety Division ·officers at State University of 
Vol. XLVI No.13 
New York schools have reportedly been told to 
enforce new York State Narcotics Laws and at 
least one State- University's Safety Division has 
been credited with several arrests for the use of 
marijuana. 
La:;t week the President of Cornell University, 
Dale Corson, released a report concerning the use 
of drugs on that campus. in a statement to the 
Cornell Daily Sµn he said. "l have asked the 
Director of the Safety Division to give increased 
emphasis to investigation of reports of possible 
drug law violations and to make arrests where he 
believes it essential for the safety and security of 
the campus. I have asked him to give priority to 
the sale or exchange of drugs." 
Continued on page 7 
Grading Alteration Challenged 
By Ken Holcombe 
The Ithaca College Faculty Council, at a special 
meeting on Wednesday afternoon passed a motion 
calling for a poll to be taken of students and 
faculty on the question of reinstating the use of 
plusses and minuses in the grading system. The 
result_s of the poll will be forwarded to the 
Educational Policies Committee for study and 
recommendation.: 
The action followed a ruling by Faculty Council 
Ch .. irman William Scoones that the action of the 
Faculty Council last week in reinstating plusses 
and minuses was out of order. The vote last week 
was precipitated by a letter to the Council from 
History Professor Richard Daly who asked that the 
subject be put on the agenda of that meeting. The 
item was put on the agenda and voted upon 
although correct parliamentary procedure would 
require that the subject be tabled for a week. 
Last week's action by the Council has been the 
subj-ect of a raging controversy among both 
students and faculty members. Many reacted 
immedi~tely with anger, ·pointing- out that it was 
unfair to change the grading system at the end of 
the semester~ 1 
The Humanities and Sciences Council has asked 
the Community Council to review the action of · 
last. wee~ _I_ also sent a memorandum ~o the 
Facql~ -~9uncil asking it to hold a re~r-endum on 
the grading system before attempting to 
implement a change in p_o1icy. 
_ The Educational Policies Committee. whh:h 
.·. originally recommended .the grading policy that 
. -'lias .. be.en 'iii.: effect all: s_emester, also sent a 
·-:=!~,:~-.~:··>·~·4:~. >''. ·: ·:·":·- , .. ~~ ,, 
,~:,,;.~.}.\ .. ::·~~~.·~-=~·\, .. ) .. ,,:.-~ .!· '.,:·.;·:?. 
memorandum to the Fac.;ulty Council criticizing 
its action. The memorandum said in part that the 
committee's members "believe the Faculty. 
Council acte'd with unnecessary haste and with 
insufficient consideration of the several college 
views on the grading system when it passed its 
motion of December 5, 1972 ... the Educational 
Policies Committee intends to consider the several 
suggestions that have been made regarding the 
grading system early in the second semester with a 
view to . presenting recommendations to the 
Faculty Council for action. Review of opinion by 
the Educational Policies Committee will very 
probably include public hearings and universal 
referenda." 
Student opinion on the issue is diversified and 
differs in general according to what school or 
discipline the student comes from. Some of the 
professional schools--Physical Education, Music, 
etc.-have found that the new system is clearly 
disadvantageous to their students. 
At this point in the semester most students have 
based their opinions upon purely subjective 
criteria -i.e. what effect pluses and minuses would 
have on their grades this semester. Opinions of a 
more objective nature have been difficult to garner 
at this stage of the semester. 
At last week's meeting one of the factors which 
Jed to the vote reinstating pluses and minuses was 
a speech by Student Body President Grei Da\is in 
which he reported) that last year's Student 
Congress strongly recommended that plusl!s and 
. minuse_s be retained. It has been argued that last 
conrinueil ,m-pag~ i 
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HOUSING 
Feeli"'g the 
Squeeze 
By Tom Threlkeld 
ls Valentine Dorm on its way out7 "No," says 
Dave Lord, head of the Housing Department of 
Ithaca College, " al least not in the foreseeable 
future," However, despite a seemingly 
advantageous situation regarding enrollment, 
Ithaca's popular off campus dormitory may be in 
for rough days ahead. 
Ithaca Coilege 1s one of the relatively few 
colleges. these days (that 1s, one of 13% of 
American colleges) which actually must turn away 
students who wish to enter the school. 
HOUSING Df"•cTo• ·oAvli LO•D 
Approximately 80% of colleges today are strapped 
for students and must even go out and recruit 
them. Mr. Lord believes this happy situation is due 
to the various special attribute of the Ithaca. 
College Community. He cites the special programs, 
such as the fine communications and physical 
Cun tinur,cJ on page .f 
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·- . : .. , ' .. summer.•"'•' . .. ~- -~· ,, ... .: .... : _·;-;<_.,a··-·iifn·tii(tft\. ''i;li1,;;t,&fmifi 
The program seems to be School seniors· will &ave· their 
working out quite well and_. d,i.!lner dance and finally .the_ 
already slated for retufi:i ~re tJ!:e::. ~:in~rj_~n _<:;anc~r. S9.ciety- fl, 
United Chu"rch of. ~J,.rist_; sponsorjng a:Cb.ampaigriP!IJ1Y iii' 
Conference, The Methodist an effort' to raise ·money for 
J.C ... More Than Just A College 
By Jan Gatti 
The notion that Ithaca 
•College becomes a ghost town 
when the students are not here is 
one which should be dispelled. 
The portrait of silent dorms and 
deserted campus grounds is only 
in the mind. Ithaca College in 
fact moves along even though it 
is on somewhat of a smaller 
scale. 
In speaking with Kris Molt, 
Assistant for Special Events, 
three basic programs were found 
to be in existence. The first is 
the Ithaca College Summer 
School Program. The second is 
the Freshman Orientation 
Program under the direction of 
MAXWELL 
VACATION 
SCHOOL.· 
On ITHACA COLLEGE CAMPUS, ·1t1aae1, N.Y. 35th Summer 
Academic • Social • Cultural Program for Boys & Girls, 14-18 
A preview nf college lifr with 
preparation for Coll.:g~• Hoard~ 
anrJ Gmdance. A<.lvanc..-.J or Re-
view cour~es for creJit. ~egents, 
Dev. Reading, ~lath ReJre\hcr. 
l.anguages.Communication Arh, 
1',ychnlniy, humanities-, typing, 
l>river's 1::J •• craft~. photo11raphy, 
drama. n111dcrn Janee. Superh 
f:lcilitie,, gymnasium. Indoor/ 
outdoor poc,h. pla~·mg l'i<:ltl\, 
golf. riding, juJo. l:.l\ct!'llt!'nt kn-
ni~ with c,ut,tJnding pro, 
Mrs. Otto T. Schonberg, 250 W.57 St.,N. Y.10019 • 212 PL 5-2506 
Times. The program lasts for 
seven weeks and there are 
tentative plans to house the 
students in either the Terrace 
Dorms of the Lower Quads. 
Another interesting program 
is the York State Craft Fair This 
event is open to the public and 
last year approximately 40,000 
people came to the fair. The fair 
is used to support the State 
Education Department. Proceeds 
from the fair go to schools that 
teach, crafts (ie., Alfred 
University)_ All the goods are 
hand made. Proceeds are made 
by charging a small admission 
fee an~ sale of the craft goods. 
Some other interesting groups 
which have -come to the 
campus are the IC Alumni 
Reunion, the Girl Scout 
Conference which involved three 
counties, The Rochester Drum 
and Bugle Corp and the Friends 
of the Plasticines, this is a 
Geological Science group which 
usually comes every other 
Conference, "Training For f'ew .research. There are no housing 
Trends", New York Retired facilities for any of. the, events 
Teachers, New York Realtors, sponsored- during the school 
York Craft~ Fair, and Model . year. , · . 
Cities. New groups are The The ~pecial Events Program is 
Maxwell Vacation School and , not an advertised program. Most· 
the Eastern Regional Meeting of·· of the people who utilize the 
Math Professors which is being campus for their ~aj'~ences. 
coordinated by David· have heard about it through 
Adorno,Director of the word of mouth. The program is 
Division o f B u s i n e s s carried on for several reasons. 
Administration, One of them being good will and 
Not only are the campus exposure.of the-College: Most of 
facilities utilized during summer the people served are. older. 
vacation but also durnig school therefore it is not mainly a 
breaks. Over the past recruiting program. However, 
Thanksgiving break the age makes, no -difference.: 
Oc upational Sa ety Health Act Another reason: is one, of 
: . 
I ' • 
•.( 
... , 
.·11 
group met here. Over -practicality .. It· is. economically, , :. 
Christmas break Tompkins unsound.to·have th~-·c-ollege· 
County Trust Company and facilities in an ·inoperative ·state 
Morse Chain are both scheduled because ·of-, the · high mortgage 
to holdChristmas partfes heri:"" debt incurred. ·These . programs.. · ,-. , 
Spring break has already keep thefacilitiesgoingandhelp-
scheduled the annual Tompkins • to' pay off some of this debt. ·All . ,:·, 
,County Hospital Charity Ball, direct costs.are Tecovered· and all· 
'The County Bankers Seminar, other money-is ·allocated bact to 
H e a 1 t h C a r e e r s the facility used.· 
Conference.snonsored by the 
TB- RD Association . This will 
entail bringing 700 high school 
students to the campus so that 
they may learn about the health 
field from nurses, doctors and 
.physical therapists. The 
Carpenters Union will be holding 
This program, in .the short r.un: 
will not greatly alleviate th~ 
college debt but it. is ~n effort 
which will help the college in the 
long run and provides _a great 
service for the many groups 
which now utilize the campus. 
John Brown where freshmen 
who will be entering in the fall 
come to the Ithaca College 
campus for two or three days to 
pre-register and become 
acquainted with the College. The 
third program is the Summer 
Special Events which has been in 
existence since 19 68. Basically 
the special ,events an:: groups 
which average about 300 people 
who hold conferences on the 
campus. The conference usually 
lasts from three to eight days. 
Many of the groups are religious 
in nature. Some of the groups 
which utilized the campus this 
past summer were the Lutheran 
Couference, the United Church 
of Christ, the Methodist Church, 
the Friends General 
Conference(Qu.Jcer; consisted of 
TIME & FUTURE 
-
t~ Noble Failure'' 
By Christie Kellogg 
1300 people and was the largest There is no such thing as an 
group ever). ideal method of learning. One 
Since l 9 6 8 the S tat e would think that by now, most 
Education Department has been educators would realize this. But 
holding a program "Training for some educators can't help but 
~ Trends" on the campus. continue to look for methods 
This program helps to train that are a little more ideal than 
people working with the Aged in the methods now used. 
methods which are being utilized Three educators at Ithaca 
in the field. Another group College I ooked for a better 
which has been coming to the method of learning, and came up 
campus since 1968 is the New with a concept called "Living 
York & tate Retired Teachers and Leurning". 
Conference. In theory, a living and 
For the last three or four learning experience is supposed 
years the New York State to work like this: A number of 
Reoltors Institute(conducted by students want to learn about 
·the Albany Ofice) •-ave been something. The students want to 
sponsoring a training program learn about thii, "something" so 
for persons entering the much, in fact, that they all agree 
real estate field. These people to live· together in one 
come to the campus to take dormitory. In. this way the 
courses rfor three consecutive students are supposed to be able 
summers and then take their to become more involved in the 
licensing test. subject matter. Discussions 
A program which has been about the subject should evolve 
using the campus for th~ last more naturally. The subject is 
two years may be familiar to considered in more depth due to 
some. This is the Model Cities this casual and continuous 
Program. It is sponsored and environment of living together 
funded federally and allows and learning together. That is 
under privileged students from the way the living and learning 
the Brooklyn area to participate experience is supposed to work. 
in an educational experience. Three educators, Mr. John 
The program consists of seven Ryan, Associate Professor of 
weeks of studying (taking Politics, Mr. Jules Burgevin, 
remedial reading, etc. and Associate Professor of Sociology 
preparing for Regents) a11d social and Mr. Ira Brous, Associate 
activities. The first year 200 Professor of Economics, tried to 
students were in the program make this concept work at 
and ~t summer the number Ithaca College this past semester 
grew to 250. Model Cities has in an experimental course called 
applied for the coming summer Time and Future. 
and will most ,likely be coming Time and Future was a six 
back. credit course, open to students 
A uew ,.group will be coming from every class, that met once a 
to Ithaca College this summer. week on Tuesday nights for one, 
Known as the Maxwell Vacation tw·o or three hour sessions, 
School, it is similar to the Model depending on everyone's mood. 
Cities program in that it involves - Basically, the course. 
· Academics. but is basically co-nsidered the "life roles" 
utilized by wealthier students. people may be playing in the 
The program is open to students future. The course questioned 
14-18 years old. For the past the meanings of time and space, 
tll.Jr.~y-five years the Maxwell the sociology of time, and 
Vacation School has operated in alternate patterns of future 
a fraternity house at Cornell and living. 
conducted classes at Ithaca High Be cause the subject matter 
School and Cascadilla Hall. The dealt Wltn 10 11me and Future 
contract for the fraternity house was pretty free form,andseemed 
has expired and the school will conducive to deep discussions 
·now be coming to this campus. and heavv raos, it seemed a 
Pictured is the ad which lc>gi-calc.oursetobetaughtbyan 
appeared in the New York experimental, free form method .... 
A I though everyone who 
enrolled in the course readily 
agree it was a noble experiment 
they also admit that the 
experiment was a failure. Why? 
As stated, the course looked 
like a living and I.earning 
advocate's dream. But was it? 
Everyone this writer spoke to 
who was enrolled in the course 
admitted that there just wasn't 
enough to say about their role in 
the future, their concept of 
time, their feelings about the 
future, their feelings about time, 
etc .. to base weekly three hour 
sessions on, much less an entire 
living situation. 
Time and Future students 
were required to keep a journal. 
Every day during the semester, 
the students were required to 
write down their thoughts 
concerning time and the future. 
(Could you think of an original 
thought about your time in the 
future every day for four 
months?) These thoughts were 
supposed to be discussed with 
other Time and Future students. 
Otherthan that daily duty, the 
course outline was rather loose. 
A student had to write one 
paper to pass the course. If the · 
student wanted to get a. B he 
handed in two papers; and three 
papers equalled an A. 
Many students at Ithaca 
College, at any college for that 
matter, can be expected tr, 
exploit courses as loose as Time 
and Future; and one can be sure 
that quite a few of those ··Hey! 
And there's no final!" type 
students settled in for a six 
credit snooze up ther~ on the 
third and fourth floors of the 
West Tower, where the actual 
living and learning part of the 
entire experiment went on. An 
experimental course, taught by 
experimental methods needs 
motionless anns and stoney. 
faces (in other words, 
deadwood) at class meetings like 
Ithaca College needs more steps. 
One· need only look at the 
physical, tangible hindrances the 
course had to struggle through 
to survive, and it is easy ta 
understand why the course 
didn't exactly revolutionize the 
Ithaca College educatio·11al 
structure. First of all, the third 
and fourth floors of the We t 
Tower were reserved solely, last 
May, for members of the 
anticipated Time and Futu,e 
course. As September neared, 
and more and more students 
dropped the course before the 
third _and fourth floor 
neighborhoods even developed, 
it became necessary to integrate 
the floors with students not at 
all involved in the course.So· 
really, Time and Future was 
doomed (one hates using those 
two words in the same sentence) 
from the start. 
Consequently, everyqne who 
was living together was not 
learning together. There· were, 
not supposed to be disinterested 
PT, PE, or TV-R students 
randomly sprinkled among'those 
two predominantly General, 
Studies students' floors. 
Not only were the ranks of 
the third and fourth · floor 
diluted by non- Time and Future 
students, but about one third of 
the Time and Future students 
did not live in the West Tower. 
;They were-scattered over all of 
Ithaca College and Ithaca, New 
y ork ·- 'rh ~.Y Jim_plv did not 
choose to live in the West 
Tower. One wonders whether 
-they had an easy time foidfng 
people to discuss their journals 
with. 
__ T_~~_!_f:al clincher, though, in 
this case, lies in the fact that the 
meetings were not even held as 
one might suspect, on the third 
or fourth floor of the West Towe 
The. class meetings were held in 
Textor Hall- just like any other 
class. All o.f the discussions went . , 
on in .a normal. a"era_ge, ~·r~I} of .. -, 
the college" lecture· hall . .The 
instructors said that the halls in 
the Tower were not large enough 
to accomodate the students. 
It is apparent then, that in 
order to make this living and 
learning idea really work, 
everyone involved must really be 
"involved" in the course. All of 
the Time and Future students 
were taking _three or four· other 
courses. It is not even realistic to 
think that they could devote the· 
time and energy needed to a 
single concept, to make that 
concept a basis for a· 
community. It appears that for 
the living and learning concept 
to work to its fullest· 
potential,. everyone involved 
must devote almost one h\Uldred 
percent of his time to making'it 
work. 
The instructors should also 
have sufficient ti~e .and ~nergy 
to devote to the course. If the 
instructors take '·a half-hearted 
attitude (possibly out of 
necessity rather than choice' ' 
·what· attitude will the· ·studenb1 
take? · · · '· ·' 
.Mo.;t obviously- . the -housing 
situation has to·be an aid ·in the 
implementation of the courae> 
not a definite.handicap. 
In essence, an ideal method of 
learning was experimented .with 
u n'.d_er .far ess ,than ideal 
condition , a-nd perhaps 
predictably, e results were less· 
tiian"outsta ~-
0 ne !=liD be· Sure' that . Ul)" 0 
benefits deri ed by _students who 
enrolled in e Time and Future· 
course. ca e from .the course 
content itself. not from the· 
living experienc,e in theWest' 
Tower. For this ideal method of 
learning to be employed·futly;it 
must be realized that 'ideal 
housing, ideal instructors, . and 
ideal students, wjth an· ideal' 
amount of time,are required': .. : .. '. 
.. : 
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la.laying that Politics Game 
· By Dave Couroy 
F,or those who may or may 
noe know the House of FRED 
adjourned its last session on 
Tuesday, December 12 to begin 
its eternal recess for the holiday 
season. The House (FRED) was 
a Congress made up of 
Congressmen on leave from the · 
United States House Of 
Representatives which met in 
the Capitol in 303 Freinds Hall 
under the guise of the Politics 
Department course 'Legislative 
Behavior'. 
Downing of Virginia, rose to 
take the floor. In a speech 
eloquently and stylishJy 
delivered he argued that the 
older men get, the wiser they 
become, and during their long 
tenure in ·Congress, acquire a 
great deal of knowledge and it 
would be foolish to throw this 
knowledge out the window just 
because of a man's age. 
Cabinet members and there 
wasn't even a need for this bill. 
Also, he added , n ~ t i o n a I 
security might be threatened by 
cabinet officials being 'forced' to 
testify to the Committees and 
above all, the residents and his 
men were simply too busy to 
run to the Capital every time 
Congress dictated 
Mr. Brown's letter inevitably 
carried weight among some qf 
the Republican members of 
FRED but reform-minded 
individuals broke party 
allegiance and voted for the bill 
However, a speech superbly 
timed by Congressman Ben 
Rosenthal. of New York 
probably was the most effective 
in insuring passage of this bill. 
He argued that as stated in the 
federal Con~titution the 
separation of powers was the 
heart of this government and it 
was a breech in spirit of the 
President to try lo deny 
Congress its subpoena powers 
over the executive brancc ot 
g.overnrnenl. 
The names of U.S. 
Congressmen were pulled out of 
a hat and randomly assigned to 
members of the class. The result 
was a Democratic majority and 
the Speaker of FRED was-
Congressman Mike McCormick 
of the state of Washington. 
Three bills were placed into the 
hopper by the reform leaning 
Congress. The first was a bill 
d esigne'd to eliminate the 
seniority system in FRED. This 
'Radical' proposal said that 
Committee Chairman _could not 
be chosen simply by the longest 
tenure in Congress but by an 
election held within the party· 
caucus. It was argued that the-
elder senior members were more 
often than not conservative and 
because of their ideology, they 
tended to slow up the 
proceedings in Congress. It 
would surely be more fair to 
allow committee chairmen to be 
chosen by a caucus. 
However true or false this line 
of reasoning is, it succeeded in 
tying up the Congress for a 
c,nsiderable length of time 
which definitely was in the favor 
of the Rules Committee 
Chairman, not only because he 
held his chairmanship because of 
seniority but because there was 
another bill in the hopper that 
would crack his power base even 
more effectively than the 
Seniority Bill. 
· But then the Ch .. irman of the 
Rules Committee, Thomas 
The second bill to come onto 
the floor was a bill that would 
require all men of the 
executive's Cabinet and of 
Cabinet level positions to testify 
before Congressional 
Committees when called. ~ince 
FRED was controlled hy a 
Democratic majority from the 
beginning it appeared that this 
bill would have no trouhk 
getting through the Congrt'ss. 
However, Congressman Gal) 
B r o w n o f M i c h I g a n , ,1 
Rep u b Ii can. a 11 d FR FD', 
Mmority L.:adt'r. mtroduceJ ,1 
letter from the' Pre,1Jc·n1 ol th,· 
United Stat.:s ~1at111g that th,·r,· 
already art' c>x1~ting L'11.11111c·I, 101 
Co11gress1011al 111ve,t1gat 1011 11110 
Tht' final hill lo come onto 
the flour of FRFD w.i~ !ht' 
McC01mick BIii.Of all th~· bdb 
111t1oducc•d during th1~ poinc•c•r 
~c·s,1011 ol FRFD. th1, hill would 
h.ive L'i1anµc•d lhc• ,l~k .inti 
p1 oc·nlu1,· ul I h,· Cu11µ1,·,~ 
r,1J1cilly lntroducc•d h~ lh,· 
Spc·akc'I h1111,c·II. ii ,1.11,·d 111.11 .ill 
hilb. ,illc·J h.J\111!! hc·,·11 wnl lo 
Co1111111IIL'c'. \\1llild h,1\,· tu he 
g1\c·11 :11 k,1,1 1111c· public li,·,11rnµ 
,Ill cf , 111 ll I l' I 111 pll I l.111 ( J ~ . \\ l ll ii d 
h .I \ ,. I ll h ,. I l' p Cl I I l'li I ll I h L' 
HOUSING SQUEEZE 
Continued from page I 
ed~cat'.iorr departments · and others, the phy~1cal 
aspeC:ts- which are ·considered by him and m.111y 
studenfs to be "beautiful", and the ·'good studt'nt 
life" which he descnbes as "le111ent". Tht'~t' 
factors, he submits, are why LC. is not 111 a "cr1s1, ·· 
situation as so 111any other schools cros~-country 
are. 
Duly noted, though, are the sizeable amounts of 
vacancies which have turned up for the second 
semester. Thirty or forty residencies will be vacant 
at the beginning of the semester. This is a result of 
43 -:students going to Europe, 25 students 
grad;uating .and 46 withdrawing, while there arc 
onlY,.19,new incoming freshmen, 23 readmits and 
16 students returning from Europe. The forecast 1s 
tha( at· the. end of the semester, normal attrition 
will .. place the figure at 100-120 openings. This 
helps to explain why Valentine dorm is vulnerable 
to deletion from the housing developments. 
Valentine dorm is the most popular dormitory 
on .~he-campus. With room for only 70 students, 
the:T:Csidence has the school's largest waiting list of 
35 .~ollegians, ample proof that Va1entine is a 
viable '.dorm. The problem according to Lord is 
that: :if •Valentine is open and kept full, it would 
mean that there would be 40 vacancies in the West 
Towtr. 
The· advantages of Valentine, which make for its 
popd}arlty; is that it has singles, it is off the meal 
plan :and. it is, to many students, a prime location-
mid\\'fy' between Ithaca College and Cornell, and 
neai~owntown Ithaca. 
Jtowever·," there are disadvantages. To renovate 
the·:Uo-use would entail building new bathrooms to 
repli£ce the antiquated ones, an exterior paint job, 
roo?,::repairs,and repairs to the auditorium's ceiling. 
Thi'( ·~would cost ·the college approximately 
$16))00 .. · 
~ said, the college can now· enjoy the privilege 
of .ruming away students. 1f the enrollment. at 
It~ -were ··to drop· belo·w the·· present four 
tho~d :level, however, Valentine would be the 
firs~.doi:m to go, since the drop in residency would 
be :}l>und · in ,the West Tower not Valentine. It 
woigii then of course be more economical to just 
run~ full To.wer. than a: full. Valentine and a 
par~jy,·e_mpty Tower. , , . .·. . . ~-
. ,~~ime-ioss of housing, .fees' prpblem ,is wha~ 
is . ~iltly. kt:eping sophomort,S on..campus, If 
sop ~.ores were to be let off .campus this coming 
sem; .. ti:f,jt'is .C\ltimated that 30:-50 students would 
leav~ ~p· ~q~l amo~nt of vacanc;es_ This means a 
gre1!t,loss of. h~usmg fees. to tJi,e-college, in the 
ari:~~($12,0QO.~ . . . . . . · 
'ljeif. is .~op~ f~r next year, . however. The 
Ho rig, .Cpmmi~tee, compos!!(l of R.A.'s, SA's, 
and li'dents ,as well as housing ~t.aff, will pu!>lish 
the _.,Hg~pg._P9!i9',.~q~eJipl_e.,ip, J_a~~-:r.y._., 
,, '...:.· ...... _;,.:-~',: ... 
On.: ol till' 111.1111 1op1,·, 111 be• 1,·">l\,•d 111 111.:l'1111g., 
µ0111g llll lh1, 11Wlllh 1' 1111, 01!-,·,1111p1h plll1c·~. Yc·t. 
11n1h111g 1, lkl11111c·. 
:\11olhc··1 p11lil'\ lo h,· lkt,·1111111,·d In· the· 
J!ou,111g. Jkp,11 I lllc'III. ,ilth,>uµh. lllll p.11 I ,·,1 lh,· 
.1c·tu,tl 11011'111!!- i'ol1q,. 1, .1 d111i; pnf1c~ I h1, 1, '" 
th.11 ,t11dc·111, \\ill know \lhc·1,· lilllhlll!!- ,1.111d, .. 111d 
how the· dc'p,11! 1Jlc'lll llliL'Jld~ 11> 1111pk111,•111 11' 
poliq. It 1, 1111c·11Jc·d '" .dl,·\1.11c· u>nc,·111 .i110111 
the d.:p.1rllllc'lll 0'- l:1,k nl ,lclillll 111 th1, .11,·,1. 
ac·corJ111g. 111 \Ir l md 
Prohle111, 
The ni.1jor p1ohkm, wh1L'11 hc·sc·I 11,llhlll!,! l.1,1 
year- the Tt'rr,1,c· lr1pk, ,111J th,· l.11,· <>! Q11.111~· 
dorm- arl' gone· now. J'h1~ 1, .1 ,·ll111p.11.111vc·ly 
''smooth" yi:ar . ..i, LorJ puh 11. I he· 11u1111,d 
room-matt: problem 1~ his b1gge~t h,1,,lc•. 
Howt:ver, damage to bu1IJmg., h.1,- l..ill'i\' 
become a grt:aler and gr.:atcr headache· tor th~· 
Housing Director. Last week, ht: noteJ that live 
$ I 50 Terrace witidows wete snowballed. It 1s no 
wonder costs continue to rise. 
Costs 
Costs continue their unceasing upward sp1ral. 
In addition to normal upkeep, Mr_ Lord has 
found the Towers needing $3500 of new furniture 
to replace the twelve-year-old chairs and sofas in 
the tower lobbies. Most work is centered upon the 
Terraces, however. Terraces 4,7,9,11,and 12 are in 
need of interior painting jobs, which have never 
been done. New fluorescent lighting units are 
slated to be installed in study areas. Treads for 
wooden steps on many terraces are Mr.Lord's third 
and costliest {$2,000) repair for Ithaca's already 
finest on-campus dorms. 
These costs are improvements that Mr. Lord 
has designed for the community. The bulk of 
rising costs however·: are attributed to rising 
telephone, utility, insurance, and laundry costs. 
Mr. Lord frank~y stated that to combat the rising 
costs the department will be restructured by 
cutting back on unneeded personnel and possibly 
lowering salaries within the department in order to 
push costs down, while keeping service and quality 
the same. 
To keep the college living costs going at this 
proposed level, Mr. Lord expects a 15% rise in 
housing costs. It could well be 50% more if Mr 
Lord was allowed to renovate all the dorms 
. especially the quads. But the cost of new. carpets: 
new furniture, new paint, ~nd repairs would run at 
about $20,000 per dorm. That is more than the 
entire ~ousing budget for this year,' says Housing's 
t9p man. If the needed renovations were to be 
do':le at the present rate, it would take 30 years, he 
estimates. 
The need is great to achieve these goals. And 
that, .tS ahyays, requires money. 
Cougress in full within a specific 
time limit of three months. 
Standing to lose from the 
passage of this bill most would 
be the committee chairmen and 
especially the chairman of the 
Committee on Rules. No longer 
could a committee table a bill it 
did n t like. Furthermore, the 
power of the Rules Committee 
would be totally alleviated 
because this committee would 
no longer be in control of what 
bills came to the floor. 
However, since FRED was 
operating under the system 
which afforded the Rules 
Committee its long held power, 
this bill did not reach the floor 
purposely until the last day of 
the session. As time got 
progressively closer to 
adjournment, the author of this 
bill, Co,,gressman McCormick, 
grew increasingly concerned that 
the Rules Committee would not 
even allow this bill to reach the 
floor. Thus, his only course of 
action was to threaten discharge 
of the bill by going over the 
head of the Rules Committee. 
Rather than risk the 
e mbarrussmcnt of this from 
happening, Congressmen 
Downmg:. Rosenthal and Brown 
had an emergency meeting with 
the Spt'aker 10 his chambers and 
.i compromise wa~ worked out. 
I ht' powl'r of the Rules 
Co11111111lc•e was kept intact hy 
an amendlllL'llt tn the bIII and 
th.: Ruk, CC11111111tlee agreed lo 
f11,!hl !or the· pa"age of the bill. 
/\, 11111c· drt'W L'io~er lo the 
,clwduk-d hour ot adiournment 
.111d ,·1111,11011' hi:gJn to tla1r. 
,1L'1,.11,· 1\,1, 1111,Illy ,·!owd by a 
lllC1l:1111 l1n111 lhc !Joor .inu. with 
Iii,· ,,·,,,nd I h,· lllil c,111 hc·!,!:,n. 
Jl II I . I I 1' I I h ,. I I II ,. I ,I 11 c'L" 
.. I he Ju,>1, will ,hut. 
the• bl'il, will Jill!! .. 111d 
the· .:kt k will c,ill the 101\." 
,\, the• f1rs1 1ou11J ol 
h.illoll111g bc·gJll llllldl L'Ollfll~IOll 
,. 11, 11 c' d a, < ·n11µr,·,~111<'n wc•re 
.1h,1a111111g tu ,cc how ll11t'r 
colk,1µue, woulJ be vo1111g on 
l h 1 , in o s t c· ,1 111 p I c x a n d 
Llllllf<l\'L'i'>l,il )"\IL' J'O ,hOW Why 
there was so much confusion, 
Speake-r McCormick. 
who was the author and most 
ardent supporter of this bill, 
seemingly changed his mind and 
voted against his own bill. T~is 
shocked the Congress and 
especially Mr. McCormick's 
supporters who naturally 
followed their leader with 'nay' 
votes also. At the end of the first 
tally the bill was defeated but 
only by a slim margin. But then 
one of the oldest and most 
brilliant parliamentary devices 
was used by the Speaker as he 
requested the clerk to change his 
'n··y' vote to an affirmative one. 
His supporters followed suit by 
plan and Mr. McCormick came 
within two votes of victory. If 
he would have been succe~sful 
not only would his bill have 
become law, but he would have 
asserted himself as the most 
ingenious member of the 
Congress and would have 
,ecured himself as the leader of 
the Congress of FRED. 
The Rules Committee was 
almost outfoxed aud only 
fortune saved the Committee 
from an embarrassing situat10n 
because even though the 
Comm•ttee supported the bill, 
th ere was a behind-the-scenes 
and on-the-floor battle between 
Ch ... 1rman Downing and Speaker 
McCormick about who would be 
considered the leader of FRED' 
In retrospect the Congress of 
FRED could be labelled as a 
rel orm Congress. It passed a bill 
that required the testimony of 
thi: executive branch of 
government employee, who had 
1111portanl pohc.:y dec1,ion roles. 
,\, 1, ,u often the case, the one 
who Jcserve, tht' most praise 
.inJ who nc·vcr g.:ts 1t b the 
person not in the headlines . 
W11hout th.: Clerk of the 
( 011gres, of FRED, Edith Green 
ol ()rt'g.on.not only would there 
have been no recordings of the 
vott'S m FRl:D but her intuitive 
Jdv1ce more than o:ice 
~11,·,··~·:ded 111 h1lliug upon the 
c.:entral 1s,u.: of d1sc.:ussion, and 
rim alon.: kept FRED running as 
,moothly a, any colleg.1um can. 
CONGRESS: Slone Resigns 
Golub Succeeds Barrett 
By Ken Holcombe 
!·.hot (;oJub. Semor General 
Studies ~lajor. was elected by an 
overwhelming vote as C'h.,irman 
of Student Congress Tuesday 
mg.ht. Golub will succeed Pet•:r 
Barrett. who i:ilans to study at 
Ithaca College in London n~xt 
semt'ster. Golub was the 
Vice Chairman of Congress this 
semester, having been appointed 
by Barrett at the semester's 
begmning. 
Some supporters of Seth 
Levin, the only other candidate 
for the position. expm;sed 
disappointment over the fact 
that Golub appurent ly had tht' 
support of the Exewtive Board 
of Congress as well ,is l hat of 
Barrett himself. Golub was -
nominated by Jeff White, 
accountant for the Executive 
Board and member of the Board 
of Trustees. Barrett spoke for 
him. Acc~rding to several 
sources, Levin's candidacy was 
· supported by President of the 
Student Body Greg Davis, who 
1du~i:u ,0 ,pi:ak Ju, 111111 because 
there was an understanding that 
the Executive Board would 
remain neutral in the election. 
1 t was announced by 
Chairman Peter Barrett that 
Rick Slone had sent him a letter 
of resignation. Slone·, -an 
off-campus representative, was 
Chairman of the Community 
Health and Safety Committee, 
and a member of the 
Environmental Health and 
Safety Committee as well as the 
Campus Life Committee. 
C'ont~cted on Wednesday, 
Slone said that he had resigned 
because he felt that Co11gress 
was an ineffective body and a. 
waste of his time. "I was tired of 
beating my head against a wall 
that wouldn't break down ,"he 
said. Slone feels that the body 
could have power but that it has 
wasted its time on trivia this 
year. Mr. Slone also expressed 
that the Congress has too often 
"refused to stand up to the 
administration ·concerning 
important issues." 
,, 
·: 
,, 
•' ,, 
... · .. · .. 
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Editorial EXECUTIVE. PRIVILEGE? 
The Ithaca College Governance Document states that the 
meetings of the four councils--Staff, Student Congress, Faculty and 
Community -"shall be open to attendance by any member of the 
college community, although each C.,unc1l shall retain the right of 
executive session." The document does not qualify the "right of 
executive session." We feel, nevertheless, that some discussion of the 
right might be useful. 
the case. however. at WerlnesdJy af1ernoo11's Faculi~ C,11111-·ll 
meeting. The subject under d1s.:11ssion was one c1f p,,Iic~ .md th.:r.: i~ 
no sliver of evidence that it would hav<! been de1m11en1al for tlw 
community at large to be informed as to what happened ther.!. 
': 
. , 
' - . 
":_ \:, 
A ~pec1al mcetmg of the Faculty Council was held on Wednesday 
afternoon to discu~s and take action on an issue which is of great 
interest to the entir~ comm unity--the grading system. When asked by 
one student at the beginning of the meeting if he might attend, the 
C ou ~c ii C huirman, William Schoones, replied "Certainly our 
meeting are always open. " Yet after an hour of open discussion on 
the subject, the council voted to go into executive session before 
; ~t10n of any kind was taken concering the question of the grading 
~ystem. Thus, without as much as an explanation or apology, 
members of the college at large and members of the press were told 
they must leave the meeting. 
The Governance D0L"t1ment speaks of ··enc·ouragmg a spirit .,,f 
mutual concern and .:ooperation :· If this is 111deed one ot the 
goals of our new system of gowrnanc·e. it .:ert;iinly follows th;1t 
decision-making should take pla.:e in as open u manner as possible. 
The Nixon administration has been widely c·ritkized for nwking 
decisions in a secretive. vacuous nwnner. It 1s only natural that 
citizens mistrust those in dt·c1s1011-makmg roles when they do tilings 
covertly. 
We recommend that th.: Faculty CounC'll and other .:ounc.:ils use 
the ""right to executive session" with great discretion. If 
representatives in any council foel that they must lude behind this 
right every time a controversial issue is up for thea discussion 
perhaps they should be replaced by responsible members of t lw 
college who are not afraid to have their actions scrutiniud by the 
.. . ~ 
' I ~ I , (. 
Certainly a council cannot be scolded for closing its meetings to 
the public and to the press when the the welfare of an·individual, a 
group, or the Co1lege as a whole 1s at stake. This was obviously not 
college community. No system of governance will ever be successful 
unless it operates in an an atmosphere of trust and openness. 
Christmas- a time when 
humanity is expressed at its 
strongest. Stranger greets 
stranger, clerk greets customer, 
and the inner self reflects a glow 
of self-;;at1sfact1011. 
For the past 7 years this is the 
basic reason why I have 
portrayed that jolly old elf-
Santa Claus. It all began· at .. 
volunteer fire company· at 
Ludlowville, N. Y ., where I was 
elected to be St. Nick for the 
annual childrens Christmas 
party. 
Since that time I have become· 
quite involved in creating myself 
into the mannerisms of a Santa 
that looks and acts as the 
bright-eyed, awe inspired 
youngsters, and adults too, have 
visualized the Santa of their 
imagination. 
Having worked closely with a 
good friend, who is a director of 
the Santa Claus School in 
Albion, N.Y., I have learned the 
proper dress. make-up and right 
answers to very serious questions 
from mq uiring children. 
A good Santa promises no one 
particular gift. He must be able 
to snap off quickly the names of 
each reindeer. And above all, he 
can be a great help to parents 
who don't have the means of a 
lavish Christmas. 
This St. Nick has been at 
Jamesway the last 4 years and 
has done several parties, as well 
a's giving up Christmas Eve with 
wife and 4 boys to spend 6 to 8 
hours traveling house to house 
makmg last minute calls. 
Oh yes- there have been some 
incidents where he has had to 
choke back the tears. One such 
case was a very pretty 5-year old 
girl- a deaf mute. Upon seemg a 
picture of herself and Santa, 
taken by her father. she 
immedwtely ran to the old elf 
and threv. ha arms around him, 
giving hun a kiss. Needless to 
say, Santa excused lumself 
qukkly, saying he must hurry to 
the North Pole to fill his pack 
for the long Journey coming up. 
Yes. C'hristnias is a tune ·of 
year that should be kept 111 the 
minds of everyone throughout 
the year. 
Merry Christmas, 
Harold L. Peters 
To the Editor : 
Job opportunities in Europe 
this summer. .. Work this summer 
m the forests of Germany, on 
construction in Austria, on 
farms in Germany, Sweden and 
Denmark, in Industries in France 
and Germany, in hotels m 
Switzerland. 
Well there are these jobs 
available as well as jobs m 
Ireland, England, France, Italy, 
and Holland open by the 
consent of the governments of 
these countries to American 
university students coming to 
Europe the next summer. 
For severnl years students 
made their wav across the 
Atlantic through A.E.S. Service 
to take part in the actual life of 
the people of these countries. 
The success of this project had 
caused a great deal of 
enthusiastic interest and support 
both in America and Europe. 
Every year, the program has 
been expanded to include many 
more students and jobs. Already, 
many students have made 
application for next summer 
jobs. American -European 
Student Service (on a 
non-profitable basis) is offering 
these jobs to students for 
Germany, Scandinavia, England, 
Austria, Switzerland, France, 
Italy, and Spain. The jobs 
consist of forestry work, child 
care work (females only), farm 
work, hotel work (limited 
number available), construction 
work, and some other more 
qua I ified jobs requiring more 
specialized training. 
The purpose of this program 
is to afford the student an 
opportunity to get into real 
living contact with the people 
and customs of Europe. In this 
way, a concrete effort can be 
made to learn something of the 
culture of Europe. In return for 
his or her work, the student will 
receive his or her room and 
board, plus a wage. However, 
student should keep in mind 
that they will be working on the 
European economy and wages 
will naturally be scaled 
accordingly. The working 
conditions (hours, safety, 
regulations, legal protection, 
work permits) will be strictly 
controlled by the labor 
ministries of the countries 
involved. 
In most cases, the employers 
have requested especially for 
American students. Hence, they 
are particularly interested in the 
student and want to make the 
work as interesting as possible. 
They are all informed of the 
intent of the program, and will 
help the student all they can in 
deriving the most from his trip 
to Europe. 
Please write for further 
information and application 
forms to: American-European 
Student Service, Box 34 733, FL 
9490 Vaduz, Liechtenstein 
(Europe). 
T. Bricci-Marok 
9490 Vaduz, Liechtenstem 
Box 34733 (Europe) 
To the Editor 
Hark the herald dinner bell 
ri'1gs and once again lthac.1 
College presents us with a 
holiday 'treat". The 'treat" in 
this case was waiting for eternity 
to be served one lonely slice of 
roast beef carved by one person. 
If you have ever been to Grand 
Central Station during rush-hour 
yo u w i 11 see the similarities 
between that situation and th<'.·' 
situation of Wednesday nights' 
dinner· in the Towers. 'Chaos'· 
erupted, and everyone was· in' 'a' · 
state of general disorder. Chairs 
ran out an'd some poor souls had 
to resort to the floor for a table. · 
And just as ·you got that rriorsel· · 
to your ·mouth. so·me·one's bodt, 
heel came crashing down in you"r 
de".'iled eggs. · 
We do appreciate C..MJ.'s 
good intentions of the holiday 
spirit, however, even, Santa 
himself has some semblance of 
order. 
Hu11grily yours, 
12th f)?,o(~V.~ T.o~~!-
the ithacan 
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The Proposed 9-Point Agreement 
The following is the text of the proposed se.ttlement revealed by 
North Vietnam and acknowJedged by Kissinger: 
( l) The United States respects the independence, sovereignty, unity, 
and territorial integrity of Vietnam as recognized by the 195<1 
Geneva agreements. 
·(2) Twenty-four hours after the signing of the agreement, a cease-fire 
will be observed throughout South Vietnam. The U.S. will stop all 
its military activities and end the bombing and mining in N01th 
Vietnam. Within 60 days there will be a total withdrawal from South 
Vietnam of troops and military personnel of the U.S. and the 
Republic of Vietnam (RVN). The two South Vietnamese parties 
shall not accept the introduction of troops, military advisors and 
military personnel, armaments, munitions, and war material into 
South Vietnam. 
The two South Vietnamese parties shall be permitted to make 
periodical replacements of armaments, munitions, and war material 
that have been worn out or damaged after the cease-fire, on the basis 
of piece for piece of similar characteristics and properties. The U.S. 
will not continue its military involvement or intervene in the internal 
affairs of South Vietnam. 
(3) The return of all captured and detained personnel of the parties 
shall be carried out simultaneously with the U.S. troops' withdrawal. 
(4) The principles for the exercise of the Vietnamese peo~e's right 
to self-determination are as follows: 
the South Vietnamese people shall decide themselves the _ 
political future of South Vietnam through genuinely free and 
democratic elections under international supervision; 
the U.S. is not committed to any political tendency or to any . 
personality in South Vietnam, and it does not seek to impose a 
pro-American regime in Saigon; 
national reconciliation and concord will be achieved, the 
democratic liberties of the people insured; 
an administrative structure called the National Council of 
National Reconciliation and Concord, of three equal segments, will 
be set up to promote the implementation of the signed agreements 
by the Provisional Revolutionary Government of the Republic of 
South Vietnam (PRG) and the government of the Republic of 
Vietnam (RVN) and to organize the general elections, the two South 
Vietnamese parties will consult about the formation of councils at 
lower level; 
the question of Vietnamese armed forces in South Vietnam shall 
be settled by the two South Vietnamese parties in a spirit of national 
reconciliation and concord, equality and mutual respect, without 
foreign interference and in accordance with the postwar situation; 
among the questions ·to be discussed by .the two South 
Vietnamese parties an: steps to reduce the military numbers on both 
sides and'to demobilize the troops being reduced; . 
the two South Vietnamese parties' shall sign an ·agreement on the 
internal matters of South Vietnam as soon as possible and will do 
their utmost to accomplish this within three months after the 
cease-fire comes into effect. 
(5) The reiin-ification1 of Vietnam shall be carried out .step by step 
through peaceful means. 
(6) There will be formed a four-party joint military commission and 
a joint military commission of the two South Vietnamese parties. 
An international commission of control and supervision shall be 
established. An international guarantee conference on Vietnam will 
be con,vened within 30 days of the signing of this agreement. 
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(7)The government of the Democratic Republic of Vietnam (DRV). 
the PRG, the US and the RVN shall strictly respect the Cambodian 
and Laos peoples' fund.amental national rights as recognized by the 
1954 Geneva agreements on Indochina and the 1962 Geneva 
agreements on Laos, i.e., the independence. sovereignty, unity and 
territorial integrity of these countries. They shall respect the 
neutrality of Cambodia and Laos. The DRY, the PRG, the US, and-
the RVN undertake to refrain from using the territory of Cambodia 
and the territory of Laos to encroach on the soveriegnty and 
security of other countries, Foreign countries shall put an end to all 
military activities in Cambodia and Laos, totally withdraw from and 
refrain from reintroducing into these two countries troops, military. 
advisors and military personnel, armaments, munitions, and war 
material. 
The -internal affairs of Cambodia and Laos shall be settled by the 
people of each of these countries without foreign interference. 
The problems existing between the three Indochinese countries shall 
be settled by the three Indochinese parties on the basis of respect for 
each other's independence, soverignty, and territorial integrity and 
noninterference in each other's affairs. 
(8) With the ending of the war, the restoration of peace in Vietnam 
will create conditions for establishing a new, equal and mutually 
~beneficial relationship between the DRY and the US. The US will 
· =-'--'~"/ contribute to healing the woupds of war and to postwar ~ ~ ~\ :::,. ' reconstruction in the DRY and throughout Indochina. 
·. ~~>{!-:- ~ (9) This agreement shall come into force as of its signing. It will be 
.= ~ -, ~ ~strictly implmented by all parties concerned. 
.:-·.--;-="-~ .... :-/ -~l~, 
.-~-""s=- . -~ ~ WHAT YO~ CAN DO TO HELP END THE WAR 
-Write your local newspaper, call in to talk radio shows. 
-Speak to your friends. 
Demonstrate in support of the 9 points. 
-Write or telegraph the White House and your congressperson. 
(Personal opinion telegrams to Nixon or your congresspeople cost 
$ I .25 for 15 words, not including name and address or signature.) 
( ' 
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• $1 -Pitchers 
Humingber 
Fri: Truth 
OPEN DAILY Sat.· & Sun: Orleans 
• Friendly Atmosphere 
• Scenic Dock 
• Budweiser Beer 
413 Taugh·annock Tel. 273-8591 
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___ ... ____ _ 
The formation of a Credit Union for Ithaca Colleg~'s Faculty,S,~aff r.1As· SIFIE s 
and ~Adrtiinistratiorf· is' evident,but seeks' aici''from its potentfu~ I ~ ' ' l 
members---ThatisYou! · ·.' ·, -- -,;: ·• :· • :,,. ·.•,, ~ · 
. . orgaruza ona meetmg w1 e e on atur ay e o used dinosaurs avall;ible-low> n An . ti" l . ·11 b h Id S d th I 6th f To all conc:erned•, ,. 
All students with NDSL loans who are graduating in December or 
planning to attend other institutions next semester, must report to 
the Financial Aid Office before Xmas vacation. 
December at 9:30 a.m.,in DeMotte,Room of the Egbert Union. · ·' fuel high on octane .. spe y 
This meeting is of vital importance and we need near perfect· 'transport In.tidal eondlttons. 1, .. t d h f · • I - , Contact T. x at en ance t e reason or this 1s,we plan to e ect our committees , · · · i including the Board of Directors. WANTED: 'r'ReallY!J' A mo· , Contact :Dave Dellos 277-0482. ·,bear, b·u ff alo~ elk, deli,, 
antelope, elephant, or ot~)r 
. animal head for over a flreplal;e. 
Call Walt at xS 19 or 2 72-96)t. 
. ... r:~ -
The Weekly Cloud Dragon Caplion ConTesT Merry Christmas D'. Creel, F~m an "Exlstenttallst P.ig 11• ~·'. .:c:; Congratulations Bobby t~e 
Family that paays together wliis 
DEADLINE FOR ALL CAPTIONS 
IS NOON-MONDAY. 
Cloud Dragon has suppli~s for: 
Candlemakmg, Macrame, 
Stained Glass, Decoupage, 
Rugmaking & Needlecrafts, 
Beer & Winemaking, Batik, 
Tie-dying, Bottle cutting, 
Beadcrafts, Origami, and 
Glass Stain Paints. PLUS; 
Rugs, Candles and finished crafts made 
locally for sale on consignment. 
PHONE: 273-1030 
Winner David Larocca 
WIN FIVE DOLLARS CASH 
or choose 
TEN DOLLARS WOfr'£~})F MERCHANDISE 
CLOUD DRAGON CRAFTS 
148 E. STATE STREET 
ITHACA, N.Y. 14850 
Now, Three convient entry l9cations; 
Downtown at Cloud Dragon Crafts 
Ithacan Mail Slot-West Tower basement 
Intercampus Mail Slot in the Union 
togetherL ! 'l'"; 
Lo~ 
The Famtiy 
·, 
Merry Christmas cutte! '.• 
Love ya,(really l schnod~s 
M e r r y C h r i st m a s to t ~c 
"Family •. Have a safe tr~p 
home, everyone. 
With love, 
Two of your Sisters 
WORK-
SHOP 
-
We are a collective of artists 
who teach and print qui!lity 
graphics with groups and 
individuals working for peace, 
liberation and social justice. We 
teach.graphic techniques, such as 
silk-screening, which are 
economical and a practical 
means of communication. 
The workshop is a 
not-for-profit educational 
corporation. However, we hope 
to be able to sustain ourselves. 
We do the following: 
Help groups produce 
graphics at low cost. 
Teach members of actlvist 
groups and individuals. , 
Design, print, and distrib~te 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••,Your caption will be judged on original graphics.... ,· t~ 
· · I · h A , • . We.· . ne~.(. .~~m.ieer Is, 
, Or 1.g 1.n a .. l t. y, .· u,mQi;.•.an.Uo./'.o.r~·,.·.:"-'..:?..S:!'-""'--~~-_..,.d .. oeoolio,;whc 
. . appropriateness. . .. . eq_mpment, ~n peop _e _w o n 
Use the entry ·form ·providt!'d o'r write· · pnnt·or•de!!lgrron-1ff\EM·i.lo ,-P· 
ADDRESS .......................................... . 
CAPTION ............................................ . 
your own. Address your entry to: We need an offset prtess -anq a 
. Caption Contest Editor, Ithacan copy camera so . tha we _<;an 
Publishing Co. Inc., Ithaca College, expand our se~v1c~s. _We ~so 
Ithaca N.Y., 14850. Be sure to include need help distnbutmg_ -~ur 
your name and address. posters. Please contact us 1f Y.~U 
can help. '. 
If you decide to mail your entry, 
instead of dropping it off yourself, 
bear in mind the Monday-noon 
deadline. · 
C o 11 e c ti v e G rap h ~cs 
Workshop Inc., 250 W. 27th St., 
N.Y.,N.Y. -10001 (21;2) 
9,24-0o6S: .. -.(:for- rne~a~: 
255-4127), I ,._; 
Slui1111i11g For Chn.,tn1<1., at 
PICK & SPIKE ROOM Shalimar . 
Welcome :t{ome 
B•ei Ito/II • s11et111l•I nitllte/111, 
to•r in M i6lili, .II•. 
Appearing·. Tonig~t 
Through Safilrday 
... ---------
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Browse through o·ne of-~ Yorlc.'s foremost boutiques 1 ~ 
devoted exclusively to IM~OEITS. Select.from: ! ~ 
• Huge assortment' of Clothing from the people 
4 
of Pakistan, ln~ill~ 
Morocco and Mexico. . ~~ 
• Way-out shaggy l}and, efT!broider.ed sheepskin coats_ for He and· Sh~ij 
• Handblocked bedspreadS, rugs and quilts. . . . - (1! 
• Jewelry from India and Mexico • Embroidered pillows and hangin~~ 
• Posters • lncenSE! . , • .Bo.dy Oil. . .• Candles ; 
• WE HAVE SOMETHINGdFOR EVShalERYONE:' ~ . 1 t-h.Jse ·., 1mar i-l 
- BOUT1·au1;.·-~AS~I.Q_N's··-·· fl 
rbLJsedShalinar 411 COllEGE AYE. 
BOUTIQUE FASHIONS i·fa-7939.. ... 
OPEN 
.~->,:: -;-_-:-:_::,r:;.)-:.~::,:·:,"1:~:-:.:~.:;;tc .. 3;: ~~)~~~-· . 
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~. ·- -.::. Contl111ffll fro,n pa~ 1 Continued from page 1 
: : ·--_Don· lluii~o~ i.e. Coordinator of ~esidential 
···Life~ says that his' lltaff has met ·and is presently 
. "atiemptin& to dett:rmine what 'the Housing policy -
should be." .Mr. llunyon doesn".t feel tha~ Ho~ing 
should set drug policy for the entire. commu·nity' 
·but should develop a 'set of priorities for dealing 
. with individual"s problems" which his office must 
· deal with, These priori ties include I' such 
poasibilities as referring a student to the Health 
Center, Extension 1S8. Mainline, ·or ot~~r :o;uch 
agencies. According to Runyon, his staff 1s not a 
police agency or an enforcement agency" and 
. would not consider referring drug•related problems 
to the Safety Division. -
year's Congress represented a· different 
constituency and ·that. Davis should speak only for 
this year's Congress. Although he feels that he 
acted correctly in attempting to implement the 
action -of the 1971-72 Congress., Davis admits that 
it would be unfair th change the grading policy 
this semester. He does feel, however, that students 
by ani:I large desire the reinstatement of pluses and 
minuses and that they should be part of next 
semester's grading system. 
IEllKMN 
Fa~her Phillip Berrigan will be 
released from Danbury Federal 
Penitentiary December 20 (next 
Wednesday) at 8: 15 a.m. after 
serving 39 months for pouring 
blood on draft files. If at an 
possible, be there to greet him 
and express your solidarity. 
Directions are as follows: 
Runyon is of the opinion that the drug issue_ has 
been ••overblown" and that "most of the kids into 
using drugs know what they are doing." He 
emphasizes, however,:·that there are students who 
have allowed drugs to supercede everything else in 
their lives, and that this kind of drug user 
definitely needs help. 
only 
50 
DAYS 
since 
was 
I) Gel to Interstate 84 and 
follow it to Exit 6 
2) Go up the ramp and over 
the hill; 
3) At the first set of lights 
continue straight; 
4) Continue straight, under 
1-84 until a red light and a 
shopping center 
S) Bear left and continue for 
about two miles; Runyon pointed out that his office has received 
complaints from both parents and students and 
that "if we in Housing or we at Ithaca College do 
nothing I think we're kind of condoning the use of 
drugs." He is of the opinion that individual 
students with th.eir own particular drug problems 
should be helped rather than tryjng to define 
whether or not there is a "drug problem" at Ithaca 
College in general. 
.parrised 6) The prison will be on your right, watch for someone to 
direct you to an area for parking 
...... ··t·,, 
,The Housing Staff will meet again on Sunday. 
Acl:ording to Runyon, they hope to report to Mr. 
Perialis before the end of next week. 
COOK-GAUNTLffl 
, . 
TRAVB. 
•••• ~-· 
*WORLD WIDE TRAVEL SERVICE 
*INDIVIDUAL & GROUP TRAVEL 
*PLANf,IED IN EVER\ i»ETAIL 
273-3073 
207 •. MIIOIA ST. 
ITIIA(' ll. Y. 
A Division of 
FIRST IATIONAL/ITHACA 
' I• J ••••• 
t -'\obl~s '" 
· ~~ 1159 ~YDEN RD. ~ 
I~ ,3 MILE~FROMnlECORNEll CAMPUS ~ 
:r~---.!lkf:~ 
sm,,,ed willl a cnsp 
Qreen salad and /Jot 
breads. 0nlf( $3.3S 
Bl oodv ftforys AL WAYS 60¢ 
Miller, Mohan Ille; Porter on mp 
W1N"T'ER DRINK SPECIAL -r1Es NOV/ 
i?Etr.,G SERVED 
FOLK Er1T,·~ ">-INIVJ~,\I, 
Wed.nt.sda.~ ·!h, u Sat ur :h!-1 _lv·f!}:~ 
MERRY CHRISTMAS 
I.C. STUDENTS & STAJt'1•· 
SPECIAL.TO 
I.C. COMMUNITY ONLY 
SPECIAL PURCHASE. 
GAZELLE by· RALEIGH· 
10-SPEED 89.99 -WOW!!!' 
,. / C~t~r Putfwe~ 0 Biakes: :· . 
... ,.. . ~ . . . .. 
Sample. de Traileur · Racing Handle Bars 
J:uiiy· Lugged Br~ei Frame . - . 
27 x 1/4 Wheel$·: Ithaca Bike & Hobby 
' · - · .: 120West State St. 
·· Limited Quantity · · · · 
~{~,/~~--).:,_.{;,":: .. -·~: -?/~:.;.:- .. -~~fl1'.! , rraACA,N. Y. ~4850 
* 
* 
Pre-Mardi Gras Rock Festival 
February 14-February 19, 
feat~ring all of the Top 
Twenty Groups and many more. Just 
outside sunny New Orleans. Send now 
tor t..i.ckets and itenerary. 
only $28.00 each - $38.00 per couple. 
To: 
Sidney Manix Enterprises 
1026 Conti Street 
New Orleans, Louisiana 70112 
"flurry: 'I'ickcts Limited" 
* 
* 
OOL 
OMISSION 
PROBLEMS? 
Euromed may offer RX 
via overseas training. 
For the session starting Fall, 1973, the European Medical Students Placement 
Service, Inc. will assist qualified American students in gaining admission to rec· 
ognized overseas medical schools. 
And that's just the beginning. 
Since the language barrier constitutes the 
preponderate difficulty in succeeding at a 
foreign school, the Euromed program also 
includes an intensive 8-12 week medical 
and conversational language course, man-
datory for _all students. Five hours daily, the 
course is given in the country where the stu-
dent will attend medical school. 
rolled in an American university are eligible 
to participate in the Euromed program. 
Perhaps most important, the Euromed Pro· 
gram helps the student attain his career 
goal in the medical profession. 
"I would like to thank you for providing me 
with the opportunity to fulfill my goal .of· 
becoming a doctor . . . I believe that your 
program holds a great deal of hope for the 
In addition, the European Medical Students future , .. in opening doors for many young 
Placement Service provides students with Americans ... and in aiding the U.S. in its 
an 8-12 week intensive cultural orienta- critical shortage of doctors."• 
tion course, with American students now •trom a letter from a Euromed participant 
studying medicine in that particular country 
· serving as counselors. We have helped place a number of qualified 
students from New York State in recognized 
·Senior or graduate students currently en- medical schools overseas. · 
Fot application and further information 
phone collect (516) 146-2380 or write ••• 
·-------------------------·····-· 
: EURO~EAN MED~CAL ·students plac~ment service, inc. • ·-. · 
1 3 ~~inley Avenue, Albert~n, N. Y. 11507 : ~- · 
I.· NAM ·. • MAILiNG ADDRESS - I 
I SCHOOL__________ ------------ •. ::. 
... GRADUATION DATE________ CllY._ ___ ...,:STATE. ___ ?IP ___ /1 :.: 
. . .• ·. 
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. 
• CHRISTMAS I :ICI: 
:·THURS lc~_fL,_;·5;;;.._11( ___ ~_-: __ r11:1_a] 
Reptratioa fer V enaoet Ski Orpaizatioa• Meeting for Staff 
Trip Credit UnioA,F1culty 11H1 
Union Lobby, 1-4 p.m. A ... iaistration . 
aier a.ital Union DeMotte Room,9:30-12 
F«lN Hall, 4 p.m. 
.... T~''· 
Arena Theatre,P .A.9wW.i111, 
4:30 p.m. 
CIM:ss Exltibitio 
Li&ht G ,' :1.5 p.m.,achnmion 
SO nts 
•·ll'illl,iamina 
Brockport vs Ithaca, 7 p.m. 
Felliesl'uppetCo.Party 
Sound Stage,P .A.Bu.idiac, 7-9 
pm. 
~lll'ate Cl•b 
Wrestling Room,Hill Ccn.ter,7:30 
p.m. 
COlllmunity COU11cil Meetilta 
Union Dini11g Hall, 8 p.m. 
noon 
Fellow-., ef AtMetes 
Hill Swimmiaag Pool, I I :45 a.m. 
V anity Hackey 
Ithaca vs Penn Statc,Lynah 
Rink 2 p.m. . 
St114ent Recital Piano Ford 
Hall,4 p.m. 
CatlleiicMM8 
Choral lloom,Ford Hall,6:30 
p.m. 
S.A..a. fila!" CMdl 22" 
Main Tlle»tre P.A.Building 7 -4 
9::M p.a. 
1117] 
fi!l lb) 'RI it]~ CallMlilic MaM. 
!If' pj,i, /•JUJ Ford Hall Auditorium, 11 
•
1
----------------.m.,Union Lounge,5 p.m. 
C.111 Lecture Protest•t Carrol Service 
Arena Tlletre,P.A.Buildins Choral R·oom,Ford Hall, I I 
Swdnt Recital a.m.,Choir practice and coffee 
~ord Hall, I p.m. hour at IO a.m. 
Cltriatmu Concert 
oir,Chorus,Orchestra Choralel 
lllll!HomChoir 
Ford Hall, 8: 15 p.m. 
la.,ses End: ' p.m. 
Ann and Ann's birthday 
}1C!t\~L ~~:NE 
=:>,.T t: 
.. .... ..._. 
Study Break Snacks 
111• 
,. (Q) 
Al I dining Halls through 
Thursday, 9-10 p.m. 
jTUIES .19] 
Ea:,t Tower Cartoon Festival for 
Study Breaks 
East Tower 
Lobby ,Refreshments, 9, IO and 
11 p.m.,admission 50 cents.Free 
with East Tower Cards 
:20] 
East Tower Cartoon Festival for 
Study Break 
Same as Tuesday 
fp111. 
Employee Christmas Luncheon 
Terrace Dining Hall,12 noon-2 
p.m. 
FALL SEMESTER ENDS: 
p.m. 
STEVE'S BIRTHDAY 
Meadow Court 
Shell 
3/7 N. Meadow St . 
Ithaca, N. Y. 
Jerry Holde11, Mgr. 
All Types of Repairs 
NYS INSPECllON STA 110N 
272-2288 
".Pulp" 
Written and Directed 
lty Mike Ho4-e• 
lly Steplten H. Swartz 
H~ve. you ever heard of 'pulp?" "Pulp means 
paper-back books, also means pulverized bodies." 
Mariam Webster didn't write that-the distributors 
of hip l the film currently playing afThe Strand 
Theater) liMi; what titey neglected to say is that 
f'alpJs a remarkat,ty wetl done, flnttl)' movie. 
With hip Michael Cain adds one more cool, 
calm and collected part to his vast reserve of stoic 
characters Oi.e didn't use an anti-perspirant 
yesterday and _he might not use one today)-a vault 
whicb already includes roles in Alfie ne lpc~sa 
File andFIIMNI ia 9erlia. In Pldp Cain deadpans 
the likes ¢of. Chester · ThOlllas (Micky) King·; a 
former f1111eral airector in Englluad, King' escapes 
job and family for. Italy where he becomes a bade 
writer of 90rllid sex nOYels like IIJ. C... is Loq 
(his publisher ~ving ltitn the pseudonyms of Guy 
Strange and. S.Odomy just ~o na,ne a few). It is- in 
Italy tbatt ICi!J8 .is approactM,4 to postwrite the 
autobiography of a deported_ Hollywood film 
gangster-Preston Gilbert (played with little heipt 
hut sreat gusto by Mickey llooney). 
Once on his way to his new asignment, King 
becomes the target of a syndicate interested in 
rubbing out Gilbert, but the suspease (and there is 
enough legitamate mystery to keep the film 
running smoothly along two planes) doesn't get in 
the way of tile schtick. Mike Hodges, who bot~ 
wrote and directed the film, combines different 
cinematic hues with intelligence and wit: verbal 
gags, suspense, visual humor, exceptional 
photography, and winning performances are 
gleaned by the director from what is basicaµy a 
bare script. 
Hodges and, ultimately, the film, get by so well 
due to the brilliant, prec~e exploitation of the 
madness, the· absurdity, of the story. Old·. 
cinematic: tricks like voice-overs (Caine dictates 
over much of the movie in a droll recital of what 
could be a Mickey Spillane Primer) car crashes for 
laughs, and hoods rubbing out one another work 
because Hodges fiddles with the trappings enough 
to make them seem differnt. King, on a tour bus 
(he isn't allowed to take a plane to his destination) 
ends up watching a movie on Africa on a T.V. set 
stationed over the driver. We've seen the police 
line-up scene a hundred times; but Hodges gives us 
a line-up where all the suspects are dressed as 
priests, wearing sun glasses no less. Whose that 
father behind those Foster Grants? 
Pulp has received no advance publicity from its 
studio (to the best of my knowledge, it hasn't 
been reviewed by any of the major magazines or 
newspapers yet) so that means the movie has to 
make it on its own-by word of mouth or pen of 
minor critic .. It's not the tightest film you"d ever 
want to see (it ambles a little in the beginning 
and fades too quickly in the end) but there's 
enough fine madness in the middle to more than 
compensate for its flaws. ThisSfilm deserves to rise 
out of obscurity; but, even if Pulp does get 
rulverized by its distributors and at the box 
office, its well worth seeing for the gem that it 
is: a very funny movie with suspense-a collector's 
item. 
CHRISTMAS CONCERT 
The annual choral Christmas concert at Ithaca ·college will take 
place at 8: 15 p.m. Friday, The. 15. The public is invited to attend 
the program in Walter Ford Hall free of charge. 
Participating in the concert are all of the choral groups at the 
Music School, the CollegeOrchestraand the Horn Choir. A popular . 
feature each year is the traditional carol sing by the audience. 
Prof. R>land Bentley will conduct the opening work, Dona 
Nobis F'a1.:em. by Ralph Vaughan Williams. Lucille"13akei, soprano 
and Leslie Bennett, baritone, both of the music faculty, will appear 
as soloists with the Concert Choir, College Chorus and Orchestra. 
I 
' ,.. , '..,, '. '/,• ,~ I • I ...... , : ,-,-,; 1.: 
.. You M11st · llemcmber 
These" is the name .of two pl~~:. 
albums (Vol. 1 £; Vol. .2) ~~t 
should be a part of every ·01~. 
record collection. Between the 
two·, -volu'mes, ·there' are 2_8 
memories out of ·the past 18 -or-
so years; memories such as' "lir 
the Still of the N'ight'r I by 'th'ei 
Five Satins (1956)and:"Oli'~, 
Oh Gosh" by tae Kodalcs~:a_New 
York City ·v,oup' (19S·8);:· 
Volume two contains . subif· 
recent gems a& "The Letter" oy' · 
the Box T.ops and "A111el of th~· 
Morning" · lfy · _Merile:C~-:- ,~: 
Reniember taem'? Boy, do tbese 
sonp brin& back memories for 
me. There's one problem with 
these two albums, a& there is 
with all oldies albums. Once 
you've bought two or three 
oldies albums and ·are about to 
buy your fouth ofr fifth, you'll 
find that the same songs begin to 
appear on the prospectiy~ 
albums. However, these two 
albums also contain many songs. 
that haven't been re-released <in 
many of the ._popular oldies 
albums. Examples of these songs 
are "Letter: Full ·,of; 3'eatsm 1b'y' • 
Gladys. Knight .. ;andb<,tb'.e 5Pi\,s 
( 1961) and "Gimme Girmtie· 
Good Lovin' . " by the Crazy 
Elephant ( 1968). In all, it is_ a· 
worthwhile collection for ariy 
oldies fan. These two albums 
appear on the Bell label (Bell 
6077 and 6078). Just as a point 
of interest, many of the oldies 
on Vol. I originally appeared on 
the Herald/Ember label or on 
the Fire label (both companies 
are now defunct). For·the most 
part, the · oldies on Vol. Two 
appeared on Amy, Bell, and 
Mala records. 
While on the _topic of oldies 
albums, Big Tree Records (2010 
has recently released an album 
entitled "Nostalgia-Vol. l" that 
contains songs such as 
"l:lushabye-Mystics" and ''.New 
Orleans" by Gary (U.S.)·Bonds~ · 
Upon hearing- this album, -I 
started to recall the days gone· 
by when my friends and I would 
have to ask Mom or Dad for a• 
ride to the· bowling alley only to 
find all the light (in weight) 
bowling balls gone. Oh, well.· 
Remember those days when 
your uncle gave you your first 
transistor radio foi: Christmas? 
Finally, remember those ·aays 
when you believed in Santa 
Claus. Those days are far gone-. 
For me, many such memorie!,1 
were just revived by these oldies 
but goodies. (RECORDS· 
COURTESY OF B EL·b· 
RECORDS) 
Need Cash? Buisness Minded Student Representatives 
needed to sell travel programs for Spring Recess and 
Summer Trans-Atlantic flights. For interview, write 
J.R.N., 617 Tacoma Ave.,Buffalo, New York 14216 
Include:phone number and year in school. 
unusual gifts. :) 
the iron sho_p. ·-.. :T 
108 · E~ State ~t. 272--SlOl 
T , ', I' "'.,,',•,:,i,,,,•,',·,,,,•,,:,,:_.',',,,·~:,,:'_,,,f,~ ... ,.,,;',~J~~.,,.-,' 
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NOTES 
RECOLLECTIONS '72 
op stereo albums will be given away this St.ndav on a special 
on of Reco~lections on WlCB AM/FM. ~collections '72 will 
a retrospe_ctive .look at this years music and events. From 10 
.-2 a.m~ndyQrgel will host the 4-hour nostalgic show. 
;:.!, ~ •... 
. _;·(·.'·:, HEAi. THE TOP Lt> s 
Surufay fro 7-10 p.m:,Marlc Weiss'top LP resents the 40 best 
ms,accord.in~ t~ ltillboard magazine. Also, this week 20 stereo 
ms w_~ be giver! away on the show. Jason Lee is the,host. 
"liOCICEY ON WlCI -
B-FM _ ..~,iJ.I broadcast the Ithaca· Codege hockey game live from 
h Rink,this Saturday at 2 p.m. Penn State faces off against tc 
the t.?CB _Spo~~team_ ~ill describe the play-by-play action. 
_ . I.EC REA l'lON TOUllNAMENTS 
St~de1:1t: Activities Board is once again sponsoring the ACU-1 
oc1at1oq of. College Un.ions-International) recreation 
ame~ts during-Jhe week of January 22. Tournaments will be 
in ~i_lµar,ds (~n and. women),Bridge,Chess,Bowling(men and 
en) MW ,_Ping' Pong. (men and women,doubles and sinates.) 
ers , ~{,; each toumame11t will compete in the Regional 
ameqJs to be held at SUNY Albany in February. 
line_, for,, registering for the, tournaments is 5:0J pm. 
ay .J ~~ -;l~- :J'llllt"e is a $1.00 entrance fee. 
·•. -.· ·e· •. • ,• .•. ·• • • • • .•· 
By ltobby Morse 
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CAPSULE REVIEWS OF THE COMING SEASON · 
ly So1111y Canoe 
The Mother Game (Daytime, ABC) Here we go, 
folks: another Chuck: Barris production! Barf'is, 
who has also given us The Newlywed and Tlw 
Dating Games. over-extends the bounds of 
decency and good taste in Tile Mother Game lhe 
object of the show is for an orphan (p.irlicipants 
must be over 18) to come out and quii'. lhrcL' 
matronly women that are hiddcR from his or her 
sight (haven't we seen that gimmick before. 
Chuck'?) The winning "mama" gets a mink coat 
and a trip to Tijuana but must provide for the 
orphan for a year. Chuck Barris- - go back lo the 
drawing board. M.C. is well known game show 
personality Charles van Doren, 
Tluusday die Rabbi Ate T8C'8!1(NET) In the 
great tradition of The F onyte Sqa and other 
Masierpiece Theater greats, public broadcasting 
has adapted for T. V. the best selling ,series of 
Rabbi ... novels. Originally produced for the BBC 
by Myer Lansky, the series stars Paul-Burke (of 12 
O'Clock High fame) as the Rabbi, Charles 
Aznavour as his confi4ante, the Cantor, a.._ 
Carmelita Pope as Uae bbbi's wife Bagi.e. ·Mio 
featured is Barry Gordy as himself. The show Bets 
an added boost from the current popularity of 
··ethnicn shows; and, although the comedy jg ()II. 
a higherlevel than ~t LO¥es Jilemie, I $ink 
everyone will get a kick out of ,AznaVOltt'll 
rib-lkkling renditions of such famous ethnic jokes 
as '"The Polish-lt:1lian Soccer Game" and °"TM 
A rmcni.ln Farmer Out to Lunch." 
SIHller Nd 1'4Net at\CookiCoU11ty'Jad 
(Special. CBS) Wbo would have thought that 
:iadter and Young, tlle quiMes.,;entially suave cafe 
performers. could have putted off an appearance st 
one of the toughest jails in Lhc country·! Tune in 
to I his rcR1ark:able show ( it was directed by Arthur 
Trcacller, whq too ma11y forget is more than jult a 
front for II fish and chips chain) and be fascinated 
by the unique rapport Sandler and Young manaae 
to bring about with their audience. One prisoner 
( played by a real prisoner) summed it all up when 
he said, "B.8.1'ing was here; so was /Johnny Cash 
But we ain't never seen nothing like these two." 
Except for the outstanding performance of 
Melody Meitrott as Louise, the Octagon 
production of Gypsy had few redeeming qualities. 
The show opened last Thursday night"in Cornell's 
Willard Straight Hall. Unfortunately, the 
exci,tement of opening night withered with the 
m;cp.es~rn':;;pqQr ri;ndition.of the.overture. 
I ~-:· . :.: . : ·.,1,: • . ~ ·. ~--~·Q:•~'41."'IQDl .. ""ft'l·-:.-.ra."'ac ~ ...... , ... ;v.. • .,.,....,,.,~.~·-··· .. ---~ :. .. , •. ··:: 
;,-,ztJe ,_pr,odu11tion :.~as" far ,fr.om first rate. This · . 
reviewer, however, conceeds that a limited time 
facto_r coupled with lack of facilities might have 
been a relevant cause for this inferior production. 
Ithaca College---Believe It Or Not 
Gypsy is a musical based on the book by Arthur 
Laurents with music by Jules Styne and lyrics by 
Stephen Sondheim. It is based on the memoirs of 
Gypsy Rose Lee and follows her life from her 
childhood in Vaudeville to her adult life in 
Burlesque. It touches on some intense moments 
dealing with the relationship between a 
determined mother and her children, victimized by 
her obst~nance. 
Melody Meitrott gave a delightful depiction of 
Louise. To this reviewer's knowledge, the role was 
a challenging one for Miss Meitrott, as it was 
unique to any of her previous roles. Her vocal 
quality supplemented her faites-a-complis. 
Barbara played the insistent Rose, with 
overtones of the eternally prime Miss Brodie. She 
excelled in her performance when personifying the 
persistence of her character. A great deal of the 
time, however, her vocalisms could not be heard 
over the orchestra which constit_uted impatience in 
the audience. 
Although SteveStegman'svocal talent is limited, 
he gave a magnetic interpretation of the character 
of Herbie. He captured the intimate segments of 
his :_eharacter which, when brought together, 
formed his kind personality. 
There were several enjoyable comic bits 
possessing perfect timing, but the show tended to 
drag needlessly because of prolonged set changes. 
Debbie Burnham should be commended on her 
we·ll. thought out choreographic schemes. 
Unfortunately,the dancers could not complement 
her clever format of sequences. 
Each of the cast members might have cried 
"Let me entertain you" but the show just didn't 
mak~ ~Everything come up roses for me or for 
You." 
by Ms. Ambrosia Potts 
--- BELIEVE IT OR NOT----
---The Alumni Affairs Office has changed its 
name to Alumm Relations-for obvious reasons. 
---Physical Plant is part of Ithaca College 
---A very important past resident of 2 Fountain 
Place was once a monkey. 
---The Ithaca College Campus Guide keeps 
changing the building numbers so as not to 
confuse people. 
---Now that the holidays are upon us,Campus 
Patrol will be tying tickets to your windshield 
wipers with red and green ribbon. 
---That "ery Inhuman terrifying sound emitting 
from Muller faculty building late last Friday 
afternoon came from a very human secretary 
seeking release from a week-long accumulation of 
frustrations. 
---The Christmas holiday for staff begins 
December 25 and ends December 26. 
---All typewriters and duplications machines are 
going on strike as of noon Wednesday in protest of 
long working hours and no pay during hectic exam 
periods. 
---The secretaries will hold a spelling class for 
professors during vacation. 
- - -To reimburse the non-vacation time for 
secretaries and other staff members,the President 
has authorized that,during intersession,all College• 
clocks will be set back two hours at twelve 
midnight and set two hours ahead at twelve noon. 
Mer_ry Christmas!? 
I '~~~K-·:·,:·.EY', · · · · · '"fREE PREST«;?~n~ v!!RAY WAX" .. s ! WITH THIS COUPON 
U ! .t '\ .I:_ ~UR(:HASE OF CAR WASH 
Automatic Car ·wash & Dry 
Tioga St 
a, N .. Y_. 
8262' 
SI .00 with any fillup- $2.00 with no ga~ 
" ....... --1rnlTHACA'S FINEST AUTOMATIC 
BRUSH CAR w ASH 
\ .... ":';:..~~:.:.;.:: ... ··;:i.·.· ~ > / .. :.Gulf..CarW ash · In Front Of W 
- - In addition there will be a change m the 
working schedule! Coffee and lunch breaks and 
working time will be reversed. 
-There will be no pets roaming the campus 
during the vacation period-each one will be 
a!>signcd a professor's office. Any old newspapers 
or litter boxes will be appreciated. 
Any work requested of a staff member 
tomorrow will be finished last week. 
-- During the holidays a cocktail party will be 
held daily at 3 p.m. for FEMALE employees-come 
one,come all-it may be your last chance t~ tour a 
mens room. 
- - --Startmg January 1 ,a bottle of liquor will be 
distributed to each emplyee daily to keep them 
warm when the heat isn't up to par. 
- - -Physial Plant's Harold Peters is really Santa 
Claus in disguise. 
~ --Tonsilitis doesn't have to interfere with your 
sex life and penicillin will not make, you sterile. 
---During the holidays,when the food service is 
at a minimum,the College will provide a bus to 
Ta1..ghannock Farms Inn so that employees may 
enjoy a pleasant lunch 
----Ma; y improvements are planned over the 
Christmas vacation,one of which is faster 
transportation for emplyees who wish to go 
downtown during their lunch hour-a pair of skiis 
for the trip down and a ski lift for the return 
"flight". 
- · - This column was written by some very 
influential members of the administration and 
staff. Students are urged to submit items to Ms. 
Ambrosia Potts,c/o the Ithacan Entertainment 
Editor ,Ithacan Office,Basement,West Tower. 
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REED-TRANSFORMER-RCA 
Legenclary. Years ahead of their' 
time. The perfect rock and roll 
band. They were to American 
society what the Rolling stones 
were to British society: dark, 
sinister and evil; deep into the 
1967 underworld of drugs. The 
Velvet Underground started 
under the wing of Andy Warhol 
as the rock band of his total 
environment show, "The 
Exploding Plastic Inevitable", 
and emerged with a sound all 
their own. Tragically, they were · 
overlooked more often than not 
and some of the greatest rock 
and roll of the years 1967-1971 
thus went unnoticed and 
untouched in the grooves of four 
Velvet Underground albums. 
Fortunately the sound of the 
Velvet Underground has not 
beenlosfTorever. "It lives on in 
the mind and body of Lou Reed, 
the I ea d 
singer-songwriter-guitarist of the 
Velvets. And it lives on in the 
grooves of "Transformer", an 
album which could be the 
second best rock and roll album 
of 1972. That would put it right 
behind Lou Reed's first solo 
album released earlier this year. 
Not surprisingly this album 
was produced by David Bowie, 
whose music is not unlike ;that 
of his long-time idols-Lou Reed 
and his Velvet Underground. His 
album doesn"t roct as much• as 
Reed's earlier effort, but when 
be gets going there are damn (ew 
who can . match him. ''Vicious" 
shows us a sample of that near 
perfect rock and roll voice and 
guitar combination. 
Almost as unique are the 
lyrics of Lou Reed. These are 
from "Hangin' Round": 
"Harry was a rich young man 
who would become a priest/ 
He dug his dear father who 
was recently deceased." 
And these are from "Andy s 
Chest'": 
"Yesterday Daisy Lou and 
Bill were groovin • 11 the street 
And just like a movie her 
hands became her feet/ 
Her belly button was her 
mouth which means she tasted 
what she'd speak 
But the funny thing was what 
happened to her nose/ 
It grew until it reached all of 
her toes. " 
A beautifully slowed and 
drawn out "Take A Walk on The 
Wild Side" and rockers "Wa.on 
Wheel" and "Mat.:e Up" (You're 
a slick little girl) help to round 
out this album by one of 
America's most talented magical 
and mystical rock and roll starts. 
\\/OROS 
Time is growing.nigh for the mortal to 
release his unwordly gift 
And all that was felt and said will be set aside in 
his heart beyond the reach of mindless Phanton:i~ 
The harmonies of a great organ unseen is heard 
fading into darkened chambers, and only the 
primieval sounds of its dissonances are felt 
uttering its last lonely statements 
A God warns not to abuse a gift given from him 
the mortal crys for knowledge is painful. 
it makes him know his wrongness 
The gift released, the concert ended. 
By Andre Brooks 
Calling for one who is not near 
looking for life but seeing not clear 
Darkened void seperates two worlds 
but a truth was found, not fear. 
Da1kness was great. the light small 
fear crept in and ended 1t all 
Ember intense burn~ on unckar 
still void of hatred. still knowing no fear. 
By Andre Broob 
Now 'tit Dec. 23rd 
Fabulous buys on Guitars, 
Banjos, Amps, Mandolins, 
-.1 
Song books.Harmonicas, & Accessories 
,.· 
( .. 
SALE HOURS: 
Mon.- Fri. 9-9 
Sat. 9-5:30. 
420 Eddy St., Ithaca, NY 
. I.C. STUDENT 
to make living more comfortable. SANDY MacNEIL'S ._ 19· BEl.OWi:; 
* 
* 
* 
* 
/1nported and do,nestic· tobaccos 
.Hxpanded game line, cards 
' .• •- ' • ~•I 
Sat. D~c. J.t· 
BLACK MAGIC 
Soul Group. ~--~ : ..• 
~· .. 
ind Your·S•me1tir 
, ! and Christmas cards . · with· · 11 Fri. Dec. 15 . lliR ... ILAST jj; 
~ARBO . -$2: All You ; ! t Large selection of chess sets, 
t and at the New Art Gallery,. . . j etc~ings to suit your fancy. · .. 
................... *"*·······*···*** 
Goocl Roe~: ._ ··c~n Drl11k~ 
Show G~oup ·_. _ .. ,, _ :.:·Acl~lul. 
Only 5 
Aclmis1ion ···: 
, . 
- - --·· 
~o) ,., ,., •• n 
.. - , . . . -~· ... ,. ,_ 
••.• - ':'>'~ ....... -"" ....... ' ' .. -
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MUSK: 
R1CoRD11Ev1aw November rolled around and after a little air-play, the Jimi Hendrix· Experience was on its 
way to success. ' 
not out to please the Hendrix 
fans as you will soon see. 
Examples of some recently 
released Hendrix albums are 
"War Hero\:s", which by the way 
includes some interesting 
Hendrix material, "Rare 
Hendrix", and "Roots of 
Hendrix" (both on the Trip 
record label). 
begin to appreciate how poor 
thses two albums are until you 
hear them for yourself. Among 
the 17 songs the two albums 
contain, the only one worth the 
plastic that it is recorded on is 
"Psycho" So, 1 guess the 
question boils down to whether 
or not you want to spend some 
eight dollars for one decent 
song. 
· by Doug Sahadi 
The year was . 1966, the 
plac~Boston and:-Yicinity. I was 
spending my. ·summer vacation 
touring the": area and taking day 
trips to such places as Province 
Town From time· to time, I 
would turn on my radio only to 
hear songs that I wasn't familiar 
with' or didn't care too much 
f.or. . 
RECORDS 
REVIEWED 
HERE 
AVAILABLE AT 
MIDTOWN RECORDS 
However, I recall listening 
to a l).ewscaster completing his 
newscast only to go into a song 
that was absolutely terrific. The 
song was entitled "Purple Haze." 
I immediately bought the record 
and upon arriving home, played 
it for all my friends-but to no 
avail.("Who could ever survive 
with a name like Jimi He11drix 
Experience?") As the story goes, 
His first three albums were 
exceptional. Then, Warner 
Bros./ Reprise released "Smash 
Hits" that included many songs 
that were never released in the 
U.S.A. 
Several years later after 
Hendrix's death, many 
companies are still releasing 
albums by Hendrix (a1,d 
friends). Why? The only possible 
reason is American Caritalism. 
(Why not make a few more 
bucks on the name?) They are 
(HE 
01'f£ArAt SHOP 
The last two albums 
exemplify the epitome of dull 
ass-backwards recordings. They 
were both recorded in 1966 10 
NY.C. The musicians on these 
albums were Hendrix 
(guitar/vocals), Lonnie 
Youngblood (sax/vocals), 
Herman Hitson (guitar), and Lee 
Moses (guitar). You can't even 
Perhaps 1f Hendrix and his 
music were let alone long 
enough so that his mu~ic would. 
become a legend ( which it 
almost has) would these two 
futile albums mean 
anytlung ... anythmg at all. 
What, though? I really don't 
know. 
----------------' 
"YOUR PROT£C110N - OUR PROFESSION"' 
BROKERS 
.,. ,.. .. 
•,,.,,. 
HAL'S.DELI 203 N. Aurora 272-7710 
Rohn! S. Boothroyd--· Classof'24' 
Rohc1 I I.. Boothroyd -- Class of '60' 
Iknry G. Kepn -----Class of·s2· 
\\'dli.,m Flynn ----- C.L.U. 
Like to wish all my good customers a 
ROBERT S. BOOTHROYD 
AGENCY, INC. 
INSURANCE 
happy vacation. From Hal & Sandy. 
Students! Immediate 
Coverage, Monthly Payments 
Available. Car Insurance -
Motorcycle Insurance . . 
··we Wel<'o_me. Y?-"' Inquiry·· 
312 East Set1e<'a. Ithaca. N. Y. 
= l-ll0TORY ~F ~RIC C~1\PTON 
Lee Newhart Ins. 
1011 W Sl•t• SI 21J 6391 
A CHRISTMAS SALE 
at 
MIDTOWN RECORDS 
$1.00 OFF 
Tl\~ Regular Pric~ of all Warner Bros., 
Reprise, Atlantic, Atco, Electra, 
I 
I 
Cotillion, ·Capricorn & Rolling Stone Record Labels. 
Sale Prices in effect from Dec. 14th-18th 
Regular- Sales price-
$3.97 -B $2.97 
·- ~ . :· . ,· .... 4.77-C 3.77 
"1cludol:lunnw,gbln:I/-Dlrt 
Eastof~lleoo1AddlenlheS1cy 
I - ( 
I~ 
·:L 
. . .J 
~~ ~-'. , 5.57-D 4.57 ., 
Includes albums by Grateful Dead. 
Judy Co~lins~ Al_Iman Bros. Neil Young, 
J etbro Tull, &. many; many_ more . 
. 1~noiow·N RECORDS-317.. COLLEGE AVE". 
Open· J0..:..6-·Saturday 
12-6 Sunday 
Wkdys 10-10 
Phon·e 272-2555 
.. ,;i.f,}#·4;,~~~~:~~~·,.,.;b)',"..'.,i-"!l.'~,o.•:•.:.,~ .:;,.,._..,.;·.: .. ,,,.,, ._ .. _ ..- -1 
:·::. ~- ' .. .. : ' ~' . . . -
: 
..,, 
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MENU December 16 • 22 
Monday 
Tuesday 
Wednesday 
Thursday 
Friday 
Fruit 
Juices 
Choice Eg~ 
American Fried Potatoes 
Wheatlna 
Asst. Cold Cereals 
Waffles 
Bacon 
Pastry/ Dry 
Toast 
Fruit 
Juices 
Choice/ Eggs 
Hash Brown Potatoes 
Cream/ Rice 
Asst. Cold Cereals 
Pancakes (Buckwheat) 
Fried Ham 
Pastry/ Dry 
Toast 
Fruit 
J ulces 
Choice / Eggs 
Cottage Fried Potatoes 
Farina 
Asst. Cold Cereals 
French Toast 
Frizzled Bologna 
Pastry/ Ory 
Toast 
Fruit 
Juices 
Choice / Eggs 
American Fried Potatoes 
Oatmeal 
Asst. Cold Cereals 
Waffles 
Sausage Links 
Pastry/ Dry 
Toast 
Fruit 
J ulces 
Choice/ Eggs 
Hash Brown Potatoes 
Wheatlna 
Asst. Cold Cereals 
Pancakes (German) 
Bacon 
Pastry/ Ory 
Toast 
.Soup/ Day 
Asst. Cola l'lates 
1. Fruit 
2. Ham Salad 
3. Mgr. Choice 
Chill Dogs 
BBQ Pork 
Chill Con Carnl 
Mixed Vegetables 
Salad Buffet 
Desserts 
Soup/ Day 
Asst. Cold Plates 
1. Fruit 
2. Tuna Salad 
3. Mgr. Choice 
Hamburgers 
Rueben 
Pizza 
French Fries 
Spinach 
Salad Buffet 
Desserts 
Soup/ Day 
Asst. Cold Plates 
l. Fruit 
2. Chicken Salad 
3. Mgr. Choice 
Hot Dogs 
Sloppy Joes 
Pancakes w/ Fruit Sauce 
Sauerkraut 
Salad Buffet 
Desserts 
Soup/ Day 
Asst. Cold Plates 
1. Fruit 
2. Egg Salad 
3. Mgr. Choice 
Hamburgers 
Mountain Climbers 
Baked Spaghetti 
French Fries 
Wax Beans 
Salad Buffet 
Desserts 
Soup/ Day 
Asst. Cold Plates 
l. Fru,t 
2. Tuna Salad 
3. Mgr. Choice 
Frankly Goods 
Fish Squares / Bun 
Macaroni / Cheese 
Carrots 
Salad Buffet 
Desserts 
Baked Ham 
Lasagna 
Hunter's Stew 
Bolled Potatoes . 
Apple sauce 
Green Beans 
Salad Buffet 
Pan Rolls 
Desserts 
Veal Cutlet 
Spanish Omelet 
Baked White Fish 
Oven Browns 
Mixed Vegetables 
Stewed Tomatoes 
Salad Buffet 
Rye Rolls 
Desserts 
Prime Ribs 
Shrimp Basket 
Chicken Basket 
Steak House Fries 
Whole Kernel Corn 
Peas 
Salad Buffet 
Poppy Seed Rois 
Desserts 
Pork Steaks 
Shtsh Kabobs (Lamb) 
Beef Stroganoff 
Mashed Potatoes 
Asparagus 
Yellow Beans 
Salad Buffet 
Hard Dinner Rolls 
Desserts 
French Fried Perch 
Grilled Chop Steak 
Chicken ala King 
Mashed Potatoes 
Broccoli Cuts 
Harvard Beets 
Salad Buffet 
Corn Bread 
Desserts 
· lnteraudio™ 
'\ 
.\, 
INTRODUCING ••••• 
speakers 
"" 
I 
\ 
I 
I 
You don't have to 
sacrifice q~ality 
sound to stay 
within your budget 
From S78llll each 
You Really Should 
Hear The Quality 
Performers At 
Economy Pricing 
ACOUSTICOUPLE™ speaker design 
SVNCOM™ computer testing 
••• for new levels of performance in direct radiating speakers 
-, ·': i:..:,.:.z.,, 
Saturday Breakfast 
Fruit 
Lunch Dinner 
........... _ 
Juices 
Choice/ Eggs 
Hash Brown Potatoes 
Oatmeal 
Asst. Cold Cereals 
Pancakes (Potatoes) 
Frizzled Bologna 
Pastry/ Dry 
Toast 
Soup/ Day 
Asst."Cold Plates 
1. Fruit· 
2. Chicken Salad 
3.· Mgr. Choice 
Hamburger Heroes 
Little Abners 
Scrambled Eggs 
French Fries 
Carrots 
Salad Buffet 
Desserts 
Skirt Stoak· 
London Broll 
French Dip 
Steak House Fries 
Lima Beans 
Creamed Corn 
Salad Buffet 
Sl!same Seed Roll 
Desserts 
Sunday Fruit 
Juices 
Soup/ Day 
Scrambled Eggs 
Cottage Fried Potatoes 
Asst. Cold Cereals 
French Toast 
Beef Liver w/ Onions 
Swedish Meatballs · 
Chicken Chow Mein 
Lyonalse Potatoes 
Spinach 
Sausage Links 
Pastry/ Dry 
Bagels/ Cr. Cheese 
Lox 
Cold Cuts 
Blintzes 
Rigatoni w/ Meat Sauce 
Toast 
Salad Buffet 
'Desserts· · · 
Squash 
Salad Buffet 
Bran Muffins 
Desserts 
Note: During Exam Week (Sunday Through Thursday) 
Specials fron 9:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m. In each Dining Hall. 
Kosher and Vegetarian menus will be adopted from the regular menu. 
/ 
CHR1STMAS'67 
Flares lit the night like a sky 
Full of Bethlehem stars. 
Dark wings against a darker sky 
Laid down red ribbons and bars 
Of bright crashing metal 
To warn of the on-coming 
Assault·of men, the long battle 
Filled with cries of "in-coming," 
That sent them crawling about 
Into the pocked earth, waiting for the promise 
Of thudding hosannas, like a gathering of devout 
Moths, aching for the flames, but frozen by the hiss 
And whistle of mortars and rockets sliding 
Down their pews in a choiring of dying. 
-Basil T. Paquet 
[This poem first appeared in Winning Hearts and Minds, War Poems 
by V ietnam Veterans.] 
This ·Weekend 
at ;the .:c- :~ -=-~' 
HAUNT 
' --~ .,• 
Thurs. - Fri. - Albatross 
Sat. - Bacchus 
HAPPY HOUR FRI 3-7': 
-~-
.~ 
liffle fhintJ§ 
meoaalof 
A birthday card, a beautiful book, a glowing 
candle. Little things that make life more · 
pleasant. You'll find many of these little 
day brighteners in the Hallmark collection-
of social expression products. 
CROWN· ('ARl)S 
413 COLLEGE AVE. 
·,.._ 
. 
':-:, 
,_ 
,-
\·, 
..... ' ,,.· .. ...... '::,;..-'_'.. F7IIII 
W in•t,sti111:. . . 
THE ·FINE ART 
By Dave Rives 
On Thursday Dec. 7, 
Ithaca College students took 
part in a wine taste in the 
Towers cafeteria from 9-11 
p.m.. Conducted by California 
Wine Growers representative 
Bob Hevner, this program was 
both an educational and 
interesting study in the field of 
·,. wines. 
Student interest was evident 
by the fact that so many came. 
Some had to be turned away, for 
the maximum number allowed 
was only 72. The students who 
did get in were extremely 
receptive. 
The wine taste consisted of a 
short lecture, followed by the 
actual tasting. Mr. Hevner used 
four California wines, and four 
French imports, all table wines. 
. Two of' each group were red 
wines and two were white. These 
IIRNOLD 
PRINTING 
CORPORATION 
For All Your 
Printing Needs 
· ( 607) 272-7800 
wines were lettered from A-D 
for the white and from E-H for 
the red. A winner from each 
group was selected. With the 
results tallied, it was found that 
L.C. students enjoyed Gallo 
Chablis Blanc, a white wine and 
A. Lichine '70 Beaujolais, a red 
wine, the best. 
Asked if these were the 
expected results, Mr. Hevner 
remarked that "in the white 
wines (category) the results were 
as expected. The California 
wines come in ahead of the 
imports costing twice as much 
90% of the time (on most 
college campuses)." But while 
the cheaper white wines were 
picked I.C. students also picked 
the more -expensive imports 
under the red category, which 
was surprising. 
In discussing this matter of 
expense, Mr. Hevner took the 
position that "You should drink 
COLLEGE AVENUE 
fo1acl 
~et 
ALL "OU CaN m'IKE • WITH 
ALL DINNERS- CHOICE OF 
DRESSlnG IIIICL. BLUE Ct<EESE 
UNIVERSITY DELICATESSEN 
& 
SANDWICH SHOP 
400 College Ave. 
SUBMARINES ALL SODAS 
. . . 
HOMEMADE CHEESE CAKE 
SOFT ICE CREAM BEER TO CO 
WE DELIVER TO THE l.C. CAMPUS 
SUNDAY --THURSDAY 
::.~ ,.: •,: ·:. 
· 8-Midnight 
273-9344 
21·3_97 2(1 
24- hot1rs daily 
(except Sat.--dosing 3 am) 
the wines that you like. Why 
spend exuberant amounts for 
wine? " Mr. Hevner accordingly 
vo_iced surprise in the fact that 
the cheaper Californian red wine 
"I ta 1 i an Swiss Co 1 on y 
Burgundy, ... came in last(in its 
category)." 
t~P wines, very popular today 
amoung yo.i.mg wine drinkers 
were also discussed by Mr. 
Hevner. He seemed to feel that 
" ... They (P.OP wines) do serve 
a good purpose in_ introducing 
people to wine ... and 
(hopefully the wine drinkers 
individual) tastes will mature to 
better wines ... this is a geni;ral 
pattern_ People don't start with 
the best such as in art 
(appreciation) or in food." 
The wine taste was greatly 
enjoyed by all who attended. 
Another such program is hoped 
for again in the spring. Mr 
Hevner or an associate will 
always be available for anyone 
seeking a similar program 
sooner. For anyone interested, 
the address is: Wine Growers of 
America, 777 Third Ave.-35 
floor, New York, N.Y.10017. 
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SRI ·ceINMOY: A Path 
To Enlightenment 
Ithaca College students m 
New York over the holidays wtll 
have the chance to attend a high 
New Year's Meditation with the 
great Indian spiritual master Sri 
Chinmoy. 
The evening of silent 
meditation and spiritual music, 
to celebrate the birth of the new 
year in the inner world will be 
held Friday, Dec. 29, at 7:30 
p. m. in Hunter C allege 
Auditorium, 68th St. and Park 
Avenue, in New York City. 
Admission is free. 
Sri Chinmoy, a fully 
realized soul, came to the West 
eight years ago from his native 
Bengal, India, after spending 20 
years in an ashram, or spiritual 
communit·y. Since then, 
thousands of seekers have been' 
drawn to his inner light, and Sn 
Chinmoy spiritual centers have 
been established throughout the 
United States and around the 
world. 
Whtle there are many roads 
to God, Sri Chmmoy says, the 
swiftest and surest is that of 
love, devotion, and 
surrender--the Sunlit Path. His is 
the pa th of the heart. 
Sri Chmmoy has written a 
number of books on meditation 
and Eastern spirituality and 
lectured extensively. He delivers 
the monthly Dag Hammarskjold 
Lecture Series at the United 
Nations and conducts weekly 
meditation services for UN. 
delegates and staff. 
··spirituality has a secret 
key to open the Door of the 
Ilvine. This key 1s meditation. 
Meditation leads the aspirant to 
the One from whom he has 
descended. Meditation tells him 
that h!S human hfe 1s a secret 
and sacred thmg. 
\. 
,. 
f .. 
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Winter Sports Miscellany 
Ithaca College's women's 
swimming team will compete in 
six meets this winter while the 
lady gymnasts will have five, 
according to the schedules 
released today by Iris Carnell, 
coordinator of women's 
athletics. 
The swimmers kick off the 
season on Jan. 25, at Brockport 
State. Other road opponents will 
be 0.!!_~o_nta, Pe~n State and a 
20J N. Aurora 
272-7710 
double duel with Cornell and 
Cortland at Cornell. Ithaca's 
lone home opponent will be 
Waterloo University of Ca1,ada 
on Feb. 2. 
The big event of the year for 
l.C. will be the New York State 
Meet ·atOneonta State on March 
2-3. Ithaca won the state 
competition in in 1969, 1970 
and 1971 and finished third last 
' 
SAVE 
UP TO 30% 
ON NAME BRAND 
MUSICAL 
INSTRUMENTS 
CONTACT: 
Triangle Associates 
P.O. Bok 3 
Aurora, N.Y. 13026 
1 ·315-364-8527 
year. 
The gymnastics team also 
opens at Brockport on Jan. 25. 
but will then come home for 
their next three meets. They will 
host Stroudsburg in a dual meet, 
on Feb. 7, and then have double 
duals with Buffalo and Cornell 
and Penn State and Cortland. 
The season will end with the 
New York State Meet at 
Brockport on March 2-3. 
The schedules:Swimming. 
Jan. 25, at Brockport; 30 at 
Oneonta; Feb. 2, Waterloo; 10 at 
Penn State; 21, at Cornell 
(Cortland); March 2-3, State 
Meet at Oneonta. Gymnastics: 
Jan. 25, at Brockport; Feb. 7, 
East Stroudsburg; 19, Buffalo 
Univ. and Cornell; 23, Penn 
State and Cortland; Mal'ch 2-3, 
State Meet at Brockport. 
I Bllf 6.95 
ONLY ON MONDAYS 
loutPrimalt.ibsci!Nf 
All tht ChamNU you cm ar1u 
Steak Bl. Grape 6.95 
ONLY ON TUESDAYS 
Generous l lb. Sirloin Stelk 
All the Sparkling hrpD!y you cm 4mk 
leef&Ale US 
ONLY ON WEDNESDAYS 
!outPrimeRi'bsof!eef 
All the :Dnught Jeer or Ale _you CIU 4riu 
Bttak &Spirttll 6.!15 
ONLY ON THURSDAYS' 
~ l lb. lri= Stai 
All the Drius you CIU 4riu with DiJm81' 
MERMEN SUN-K ' ·: ,$ ){: I ~: ;'i ; ~\ 
. '. . 
BY ALFRED 
By Dave Rives 
On Saturday, December 9, 
I_.C.'s swimmers traveled to 
Alfred University for a meet, 
hoping to come back home for 
Thursday's home opener with 
Brockport at 2-1. Unfortunately, 
things didn't work out quite the 
way Coach Ware had hoped. 
"The meet could have gone 
either way," stated Ware. "We 
swam our best times with what 
we had." 
Coach Ware's statement had 
merit. Despite the loss, LC. 
swimmers turned in some 
excellent times. Pete Carr 
continued to excel for Ithaca, 
with another first in the 50 Free. , 
He also added a fine 
performance in the 200 Fly, 
lowering his previous mark in 
that event by I 7 seconds. His 
strong Butterfly leg in the 
opening relay almost pulled it 
out for the Ithacans. The entire 
relay was the fastest yet this 
year for J.C. It wasn't quite Tast 
enough though. "We had to win 
the Medley Relay," lamented· 
Ware. Co-captain Jim Stahl 
added two victories in the 200 
I.M. and the 200 Breast. He was 
the lone double winner for the 
Bombers that night. Diver Scott 
Handler turned in his best 
performances on both the 1 and 
3 meter boards. He scored 
206.35 points in the I meter 
dive just four points away from 
his opponent. Han-dler got even 
on the 3 meter board, edging 
that same opponent by half a 
point for first place. 
Bud Rimbault, again 
hampered by a thumb injury, 
still was able to take two second 
place finishes in the 500 and I 00 
Free, and a close third behind 
Carr in the 200 Fly. Rimbault is 
now starting to come within 
range of Dave Roberts, l.C.'s 
all-time acoring leader. Only 
co-captain Jim Stahl is closer 'to 
breaking that record. 
Dave Williams also added 
two second places, one in the 
200 Free, and the other in the 
Continued on next page 
HANGING OUT? 
Urop -h~ th«•:: 
M·INI DELI 
110 N_ AURORA ST. 
"HAPPY'S HOUR" 
Friday and Saturday 3-Sp.m. 
Pitcher of Bud- $1.00 
Most Mixed Drinks 50( 
Bloody Marys 3 - 7- p.m. S~.; -~0-~ 
.~ . : - . -: ',' .. . . . · ... ' ,. -. - _,,": ... -. . , 
' '· 
.. ,. : ' . ~. . . ., .. : ~~ 
~. din~~ troni~ i 4 _ · Handler i~ t~e I meter. div~. 
2o&iBai:k~ Pete b:idge:'c~ptured · ..... ··: · ·-:.. . ·,._ · 
twa-:tbird places; oneJn·the-200 "··T-he AI,fred meet w~ close. 
Brei;st' and the other just a "Brockport should be the same 
couple of seconds away from type· of. meet," cummented 
secQM place in the 200 J.M.· Coach· Ware. Last ye~ an 
co-optain Jay McGinley, who improved version of this years, 
had;·:a bad night, to_ok third in I.C. team surprised Brockport 
the')OO free, and Diver Steve 57-56. This year Brockport is 
Cloyes in his first outing took weaker. Hopefully we :will be· 
t hi~; behind team-mate Scott ready .for th~m. 
-;,: . 
4thletes OJ The Week 
Junior Paul Iacovelli of 
Jtfia'ca, New York and 
sojihomore Ron King of 
freshman, and has an overall 
collegiate record of 13-2. 
TniinMsburg, New York, who Iacovelli is the son of Mr. and 
Jedi the. ,.the Ithaca College Mrs. Paul Iacovelli of Hudson 
Wrestling team to three wins in · Street in Ithaca, and is a .. 1970 
as n\any· star.ts last week, have . graduate of Ithaca High School 
beoit ;:;,elected as the College's ·where he Wiestled under 
·Aii'i.Ietes of the Week". Orlando Turco. 
sbth- Iacovelli and King King is the son of Mr. and 
p1~ed two.oponents and gained -Mrs. Richard H. King of 
one~d~ision each- as Ithaca upset C o n gr es s S t r e e t Ext. in 
Osw'ego' (18-15), an_<;!_ ~~fe;g~_d_ Trumansburg and is a 1971 
Ge,neseo (26-17) and Hobart graduate of Trumansburg High 
(38-8). School. He did his wrestling 
Iacovelli is in his third year of under: George Richardson. 
varsity, competition, and now 
has a C/J,reer record of 23-11. 
King was a sensation for the 
va'r:;i ty last season, as a 
Both King and Iacovelli are 
physical education majors at 
Ithaca. 
1 
ITHACA'S OUTDOOR STORE 
206 E •. STATE ST. 
Next to the First Nat. Bank AR3 - 3891 
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'Churches Are. For ~ovf!trs' 
First Baptist in Dewitt Park l J A.M. 
6~1:4T J>~T§ 
~(\~~\~lli\l?~\\~~1,i91 
-INCREDIBLE COLLECTION OF ~ Dl~D'"l~DI ttm~mn ~ 
AND CRAFTS BY LOCAL ARTISANS 
SUPER SWEATERS, SCARVES 
CAPES fl COATS 
•••• .. CASUAL AND ELEGANT ...... 
we·re Patro08 of die Arts! 
• IAIY llllllll- IIIECTI 1'111 • 
THE. MOST UNUSUAL 
* * * J~:m~~I!lI..~"Y" * * * 
Ulirlllll'MIBI IOrFVI 
IN OUR AUTHENTIC OLD PHARMACY 
PERFUMES. SCENTS. fl'OWDERS. CREMES. TOILETRIES. £TC . 
I ALL TOO NUMEROUS TO MENTION 1 . 
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8-BALLERS TO FACE 
RIVAL. CORTLAND 
Ithaca ... Ithaca College's 
1.,asketball team will be trying to 
snap a two game losing streak, 
this week, when it takes to the 
road for games at Cortland, 
T-hursday, and Colgate on. 
Saturday. 
The assignments won't be 
easy. Cortland, although it is 0-4 
on the season, has played very 
well against perennial state 
powers Brockport State and 
Hartwick. It took a thumping 
from Albany last friday, but 
coach Al Stockham feels the 
e'fforts against Brockport and · 1 
Hartwick are a much better ' 
indication of what his team can 
do. 
This will be the 64th game in 
the Ithaca-Cortland series. J.C. 
holds a 34-29 edge, and has won 
the last three meetings includmg 
102-61 and 81-75 dec1s10ns last 
season._ 
Colgate has a 2-1 mark this 
year. The Red Raiders lost a 
verdict to nationally ranked 
Rutgers, to open the season, but 
have followed up with victories 
over RPI and Cornell. 
"Cortland is going to be sky 
high for our game," l.C. head 
coach, Hugh Hurst said. They 
are exceptionally tough in their 
gym and after their recent losses 
will be ready for us. In the last 
five year11 at Cortland we _have 
won by three, lost by II, lost by 
two and la,t year won by six.· 
It's a fine series. 
"Colgate is the strongest team 
we'll play this year. Thc:y haw 
excellent balJnce and lkpth. and 
in Larry Harris have one of the 
cast's best guards." 
Colgate holds a (l-1 edge in the 
seasons series with Ithaca. 
coming from behind to w111 la~t 
year's game. 80-72. 
Ithaca start.:d fast th1~ s,·:•,on 
with victories over flm1ra. 
Alfred and RPI. Last we,·k, 
however, was a mghtmare. It 
began with a 62-57 loss at 
Hobart. a game Ithaca w;l'> 
heavily favored lo llilll, and 
ended with a 77-76 ov,·rtime fo,~ 
to Hartwick at I.C. 
"We could easily he: 5-0 nght 
now," Hurst said."We outplayed 
Hobart but couldn't find the 
basket. ,mu w,· had I I art wick 
uown late Ill rl'!!lll.111011 111iic anu 
111 ov,· rtime. but gave thing~ 
away with turnnver,. 
Dav.: llollowl'll. who ,..:oreu 
2<, pn1nh 111 th,· lbrtw1ck lo'>'>. 
..:ont111Ue, to kau th,· var~itv 111 
,coring with a 1'1.h av,·ragc. i"k I'> 
lolloweu In 13111 Folkins l 13.hl. 
John '.\l..:l'arth} llO.XJ and 
Charlie John~on !10.0l \lc('arthy 
1~ th,· rel,ounJ kallc·r with ,1 7.8 
p,·r g,1nw ,1\<:rag,·. while J1111m} 
Dolwrty ;~ th~ lop playmak,•r 
with IX a'>'>t~h. 
1 t haca ha, <1Ut,..:or,·d 1h 
opponc'nh th1' y,•,ir 70.4 lo 
c,-L4. 
I must apologize fornot'writing las~ week; b~t a -
good friend of mine from Buffalo had talcen sick. 
It turns out that he went out to eat at a restaurant 
and ordered a Delmonico steak, and instead of a 
Delmonico steak received a Da1mation · steak. I 
guess if I ate a dog steak I'd end up sick, too. 
The basketball team started off the seaso~ on 
the right foot. However, they have stumbled the!r 
last two outings. I really believe Coach Hurst 1s 
doing a fine job with those guys, but there is a lot 
of talent sitting on that bench, and it would be 
advantageous to give those starters a rest every 
now and then. 
Docs Wayne Ferguson have a takedown yet? 
Well I don't know about that but Captain Fergy 
the. M 01,k and his grapplers are still undefeated. 
The Bomber hockey team is having a rough start 
this year, but this team is one group of together 
guys and when they, go crashing into the boards 
with qn opponent, it's Blue and Gold that come 
away from the boards on the skates. 
The Ye1low Jock award is an award that is given 
to an individual or individuals that have 
demonstrated a strong interest in the realm of 
Athletics. This week we have a three way tie for 
the coveted Yellow Jock. Awards go to Bernie 
Rakoski, Brian Coyle and Randy Shayler Bernie 
Rakoski, the blond and baby-blue eyed giant_ seen 
locally at the door of the Else Tavern, earns his 
goldcn-g string for generosity above and beyond 
the ca!! of duty. It has been rumored and 
,ubslant1ated that Bernie is an excellent source of 
hot llp~. papers and other a~sorted goodies, Brian 
Coyle. known to us as "'Preppie", has had 
problems dealing with his speech However, 
Prepp1e doesn't l<!I this bother him and 
communh.:ate. through hand gestures and his new 
urool1ne techniques. Congratulations, Preppie. 
Randy Shaylcr. k1wwn to u~ as ''Randy Shayler", 
1~ ,1 former Cornell Fool ball player who is now 
,1tll'nd111g Cornell Grad School. Randy hangs out 
at the llhaca College hangouts and i~ a frustrated 
Bus1ne,s Major who desires to becc:,!lle a member 
of th,· Phi Epsilon Kappa fraternity. Although 
Randy really didn't earn anythiqg, we ,Pi:es,c;nt t}m; 
JWard :ts a sympathy gesture. See you aL"T.fi.e 
Dugout" · ·-
Gen[this 
ONCE, A KNIGHT PREPARETH 
TO WASTE A DRAGON, 
WHEN HIS HAND- WAS STAYED 
BY A PROPOSITION ••. 
THAT PROMISETH WARM 
COMPANIONSHIP THROUGH 
THE COURTLY GRACES ••• 
ENTRANCED BECAME. THE 
!<NIGHT, AND HE PURCHASETH 
THE KIT FOR THE. TWO 
6- PACKS OF SCHAEFER 
BEERE HE CARRIED •.• 
----- __ ,._ 
AMPTHENWORl(ETH~ 
Hts FIRST COMPUMENT 
FOR MMtl HOORS •.. 
BEFORt GOING OFF- TO 
COUflT TOW_. l'ME HEART 
OF THE t<IMG'S ~••. 
W o o"-, M ,1 fl' 
'11, -. • : 
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